CHAPTER 6

Chapter 6: Sustainable Infrastructure
This Chapter includes the Mobility, Potable Water, Wastewater, Stormwater Management,
Solid Waste and Capital Improvements Elements required by State Law. These elements
are consistent with the vision for the comprehensive plan, elements, fostering a more
sustainable and livable Tampa for current and future residents.

Introduction

Mobility Element

Cities are the pinnacle of human settlement. The concentration of a relatively large number
of people living in a small geographic area creates some interesting results including:
economic agglomerations and synergies; a concentration of higher education, thought and
innovation; and a concentration of cultures and creative expression of art. None of this
would be possible if people, goods and services couldn’t be moved geographically, whether
it is a worker traveling to work, food products being shipped to a grocery store, potable
water being piped to a home, or an e-mail being sent from one side of town to another.
The success of a city, in part, is in
direct proportion to how mobile
it is.
Cities by their very nature have
an element of congestion in their
mobility systems. In the U.S.,
that is primarily in the road/
automobile-based network. It
is unreasonable to think that all
congestion can be abated. It is
just not possible, from a physical
road building point of view or a
dollars and cents point of view.
The key to successful mobility in a city is to increase the number of ways someone can
complete most types of travel trips in the city. The road network is often overcrowded
because it is the only feasible way to get around the city for job trips, shopping trips,
school trips or almost any type of trip.
Almost every trip in Tampa is a road-based network trip, whether it be driving one’s car
or taking the bus. The city’s mobility is heavily dependent upon the road-network. Ask
almost any commuter and you will hear a growing frustration about traveling the road
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network. The frustration isn’t just that the average commute is getting longer, and, too
there is no other choice for the commuter than to travel by the road network.
Vision of Success
 City and community leaders recognize the critical importance of all aspects of mobility
for a livable city. (Standard of Success-Mobility is regularly considered in every important
decision affecting the city’s future.)
 A rail-based transit system is built that links, at a minimum, the Westshore, Downtown and
USF business centers. (Standard of Success-a rail-based transit system is under construction
on, or before, 2025, the horizon year of this comprehensive plan.)
 There are more choices for people to be mobile today, and as a result, people are more
mobile, readily using more than one mobility choice for their journey. Mobility choices
include: rail-based transit, automobile, bus (local bus, bus rapid transit), bicycling and
walking. (Standard of Success-User surveys show steady increases in the use of multiple
mobility systems.)
 Rapid bus transit is built and local adopted bicycle and pedestrian plans are implemented.
(Standard of success-self explanatory)
 Mobility and land use strategies are inseparable. They support each other and create
successful city form. (Standard of Success-Mobility choices are designed to fit the scale of
the city form in which they are located (e.g. mixed-use corridor village, business center),
and land uses are designed to support the mobility choices.)
 Mobility choices integrate and further the seven principles of a livable city. (Standards of
Success-Mobility choices in the city: create a sense of place, are attractive, incorporate
healthy open spaces in their design, are used to support a choice of lifestyles, are supported
by an integrated mix of uses, provide mobility connections to all other mobility options, and
promote economic opportunity).
 Mobility choices are available, accessible and affordable. (Standards of Success-Most people
living and working in the city can access most mobility choices easily and readily. Most
mobility choices are affordable to all people, regardless of income.)

Every aspect of livability emphasizes the need for diversity. The more diversity, the
healthier something tends to be, whether it is the economy or the natural environment.
The same is true of mobility. A full complement of mobility choices is needed to build a
livable Tampa.
The lack of rail transit is the most glaring deficiency in the city’s profile of mobility choices.
No other system has the capacity to move more people, faster and in a physical footprint
that is so small by comparison to road based mobility options. Capacity can be readily
expanded by adding more train cars. The development potential in the city’s business
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centers (Downtown, Westshore, USF) is restricted by the amount of people that can travel
the roads that serve them. A rail-based transit system can increase the development
potential of these areas, a key economic reason to build a new and different type of
mobility system in this city.
The question isn’t will Tampa ever have a rail transit system, but it’s a question of when
will it happen. The Tampa Comprehensive Plan establishes that the goal of building a
rail-based transit system in the city is a matter of overriding public interest.
Supplementing the rail system will be more choices for road corridor based travel. Bus
rapid transit, bicycle lanes and complete and connected sidewalk systems will complement
the automobile and local bus choices of today.
More on Mobility and the Land Use Link
Mobility seeks to further the attainment of a balanced, multi-modal transportation network
that gets us where we want to go and minimizes environmental and neighborhood
impacts. A balanced network is one in which each mode, or type of transportation is able
to contribute to an efficient network of services meeting varied user needs. This element
contains policies that will help walking become more viable for short trips, and for
transit to more efficiently link highly frequented destinations, while still preserving automobility. In addition to addressing walking, streets, and transit, the element also includes
policies related to: regional collaboration, bicycling, parking, goods movement, and other
components of our transportation system. Taken together, these policies advance a strategy
for congestion relief and increased transportation choices in a manner that strengthens
the Livable City land use vision and helps achieve a clean and sustainable environment.
The Mobility, Land Use and Community Planning elements are closely linked. The Land
Use and Community Planning Element identifies existing uses and planned land uses,
and the Mobility Element identifies the proposed transportation network and strategies
which have been designed to meet the future transportation needs generated by the
planned land uses.
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The integration of transit and land use planning is illustrated by the Vision Map. This
map identifies existing and community plan designated business centers, urban villages
and mixed use corridor villages that are along the region’s higher frequency existing
and planned transit services. Implementation of the City’s growth strategy is dependent
upon the close coordination of land use and transportation planning. The strategy calls
for redevelopment, infill, and new growth to be targeted into compact, mixed-use, and
walkable villages that are connected to a regional transit system.
Villages should increase personal transportation choices and minimize transportation
impacts through design that pays attention to the needs of people traveling by transit,
foot, and bicycle, as well as the automobile. Focused development and density adjacent to
transit stops and stations helps make transit convenient for more people, and allows for a
more cost-effective expansion of transit services. Housing in mixed-use commercial areas
provides opportunities for people to live near their place of work, and helps support the use
of neighborhood shops and services. The Livable City land use pattern is a transportation
as well as a land use strategy.
Neighborhoods also benefit from the transportation/land use strategy as a result of: the
overall increase of transit service and roadway improvements; increased accessibility to
regional employment areas; citywide improvements to foster walking and bicycling; and,
citywide multi-modal transportation improvements in conjunction with development.

Mobility Opportunities

Currently planned regional roadway improvements and potential strategies can provide
for greater travel-time certainty, shift roadway costs to toll facilities, and provide for future
mass transit corridors. Local roadway efficiency improvements can continue to effectively
support intra-local trips.
Improved service delivery to 8 -10 transit routes could meet state-recommended threshold
standards for multi-modal mobility. If assessed to new development, the cost of providing
20-years of service improvements is comparable in magnitude to the City’s current
transportation impact fee. Implementation of Land Development Strategies around transit
stations or along transit corridors should be pursued.
Best practices may be applied with roadway capacity projects to enhance safety for all
roadway users. General safety improvements may be implemented as part of ongoing
repair, rehabilitation, and resurfacing projects, required as part of development traffic
mitigation requirements.
The City can implement policies to differentiate between “Infill” and “Redevelopment”
and better link the exemption from concurrency to requirements that development further
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the goals and objectives of the overall comprehensive plan rather than grant the exemption
from concurrency as a blanket geographic right. This approach to land development,
along with institutional and material support of mass transit alternatives and continued
efforts to enhance and maintain the efficiency of the arterial and collector street network
can help to off-set impacts to the SIS.
The City can “reinvent” the TCEA to differentiate between “Infill” and “Redevelopment”
and better link the exemption from concurrency to requirements that development further
the goals and objectives of the overall comprehensive plan rather than grant the exemption
from concurrency as a blanket geographic right. This approach to land development,
along with institutional and material support of mass transit alternatives can help to offset impacts to the SIS.
The City of Tampa has direct control over land development, parking, and can effectively
coordinate with partner agencies to affect change.

Mobility Challenges

Based on revenue and traffic projections, approximately 2.6 times the current funding level
is necessary to maintain current levels of congestion. The ability to implement roadway
capacity projects is limited by right-of-way constraints and, in some cases, goals to protect
and preserve neighborhoods.
The current transit system struggles to provide a convenient alternative to the automobile
for most trips. There is a lack of a substantive revenue stream to fund transit service
improvements in support of land development priorities.
Many City of Tampa major roadways have yet to incorporate bicycle and pedestrian best
design practices.
Extensive sections of the City’s roadway system do not conform to current best design
practices to provide for the safety of motorists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. The Tampa Bay area
consistently demonstrates high per capita rates of
bicycle and pedestrian crashes and fatalities
The City of Tampa has direct control over a very
small component of the transportation system
budget, but is ultimately responsible for the
adequate delivery of service within the City.
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Mobility Goals, Objectives & Policies
Bicycle and Pedestrian Network

Goal 42:

Provide a safe, convenient, and efficient bicycle and pedestrian network to
facilitate walking trips within neighborhoods and activity centers and bicycle trips both within and between neighborhoods and activity centers.

Objective 42.1: Increase the mileage of on-street bicycle lanes, off-street trails and sidepaths, and designated shared-lane bikeways.
Policy 42.1.1:

Provide appropriate on-road bicycle facilities in accordance with current FDOT, the United States Department of Transportation (US DOT)
Policy Statement on Integrating Bicycling and Walking into Transportation Infrastructure, American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and local standards and/or statutes, in transportation projects.

Policy 42.1.2:

Pursue improvements to existing roadways such as: signage, re-striping, shared-use lanes and appropriate bicycle-sensitive traffic control
measures to increase the safety, convenience, and efficiency of the City’s
bicycle transportation infrastructure.

Policy 42.1.3:

Roadway resurfacing projects shall consider incorporating the striping
of dedicated bicycle lanes on roadways with sufficient width and appropriate traffic characteristics to accommodate safe space for bicycle travel
as recommended in the “Tampa Greenways and Trails Master Plan.”
Where practical and feasible, consider minimizing lane width to accommodate bike lanes.

Policy 42.1.4:

Provide bicycle facilities through retrofitting roadways not slated for
widening or resurfacing, where appropriate in accordance with the priorities listed in the “Tampa Greenways and Trails Master Plan” .

Policy 42.1.5:

Enforce regulations requiring private developers to include bicycle
facilities and sidewalks in private
developments to promote bicycle/
pedestrian connections, in accordance with adopted policies and
standards.
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Policy 42.1.6:

In cases where implementing agencies
cannot provide bikeways/bike facilities in conjunction with roadway capacity improvements along the major
roadway network, the implementing
agency will make available its analysis and alternatives for public review.

Policy 42.1.7:

Work with the MPO Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee and the City’s Greenways Committee
to seek potential off-road facilities which utilize/connect to a bicyclefriendly roadway system.

Connectivity
Objective 42.2: Provide well-maintained sidewalk facilities (or equivalent trail facilities)
along both sides of all surface arterial roadways and along at-least one
side of all collector and neighborhood collector roadways by 2025.
Policy 42.2.1:

Continue to work with the Hillsborough County MPO, local agencies,
private landowners, and trails planning groups towards developing a
network of sidewalks and an off-road trail system.

Policy 42.2.2:

Continue to consider sidewalk projects as described in the adopted MPO
Comprehensive Pedestrian Plan in the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP).

Policy 42.2.3:

Include sidewalks as part of typical section for all roadway designs, and
revise existing standards to include pedestrian sensitive traffic control
devices and pedestrian staging areas in intersection improvement projects and new construction.

Policy 42.2.4:

Construct pedestrian facilities in accordance with current FDOT, American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and local standards or statutes in all transportation projects.

Policy 42.2.5:

Notify the MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee Coordinator of opportunities to provide input in roadway design reviews.

Policy 42.2.6:

In cases where implementing agencies cannot provide sidewalk facilities
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in conjunction with roadway capacity improvements along the major
roadway network, the MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee may ask the City representative to explain the undesired alternatives
and analysis.
Policy 42.2.7:

Continue to identify gaps in pedestrian infrastructure and barriers to
travel, and consider retrofitting existing roads lacking pedestrian facilities to provide for systematic connection.

Policy 42.2.8:

Continue program for retrofitting all existing crosswalks with curb cuts
and handicap ramps to comply with ADA.

Policy 42.2.9:

Assist in the coordination of a trail network with the Hillsborough
County Greenways Committee, the Tampa Greenways and Trails Advisory Committee, MPO’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committees,
and appropriate agencies.

Policy 42.2.10: The City shall improve existing pedestrian facilities identified in adopted community plans and prioritized as per the City of Tampa Sidewalk
Selection Program maintained by the Department of Public Works.
Objective 42.3: Provide contiguous sidewalks
along at least one side of all
local streets included in Cityapproved neighborhood traffic
calming and traffic management plans.
Policy 42.3.1:

Identify neighborhood sidewalk needs/priorities as part of
neighborhood traffic calming/
management studies and conceptual plans.

Policy 42.3.2:

Allow payment of an in-lieu fee as an option without requirement to
show hardship for development in the subject neighborhood as part of
the City sidewalk prioritization process.

Policy 42.3.3:

Establish a neighborhood district account equivalent to existing Impact
Fee District boundaries to deposit in-lieu fee contributions of sufficient
geographic area to enable sufficient accumulation of funds to affect
timely construction of sidewalk facilities.
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Policy 42.3.4:

Revenues collected through the in-lieu fee program, in addition to the
existing impact fee program, may be spent on pedestrian facilities that
directly benefits pedestrian mobility in the contributing neighborhood
district.

Transit

Goal 43:

Provide a safe, convenient, and efficient mass transit system to provide for
mobility throughout the City and serve as a viable alternative to single-occupant vehicle to access the City’s Business Centers, Urban Villages, MixedUse Corridors, Rail Transit Stations and neighborhoods.

Objective 43.1: Coordinate with Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART), Tampa
Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (TBARTA), and the Hillsborough MPO to provide Transit Level of Service (LOS) “D” or better
fixed route transit service at bus stops within 0.25 miles of 80% of homes
and businesses within the City of Tampa by 2025.
Policy 43.1.5:

For system planning and monitoring purposes, Transit LOS shall be defined by the latest version of the FDOT Transit Capacity and Quality of
Service Manual. The City may elect to establish alternative system wide
level of service measures as may be necessary to implement transit proportionate fair share or transit impact fee assessments.

Policy 43.1.6:

The City will undertake to establish one or more legally defensible mechanisms to enable developers to fully or partially mitigate their transportation system impacts through a standardized financial assessment
which may be used to fund transit system costs through state statute.

Policy 43.1.7:

The City will coordinate with Hillsborough County for a county-wide
referendum to fund mass transit.

Policy 43.1.8:

Continue to support the efforts of
the HART TBARTA or other public transit providers, to locate major
transit transfer points within major
business centers.

Policy 43.1.9:

The City of Tampa shall coordinate
transportation plans and programs
with HART, the MPO, TBARTA,
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and FDOT to improve transit service delivery in the City.
Policy 43.1.10: The City will continue funding transit capital improvement project as
outlined in the City’s Inter-local Agreement with HART and as allowed
in the Transportation Impact Fee Ordinance.
Policy 43.1.11: Concurrent with HART’s periodic update of the Transit Development
Plan, the City shall document the estimated percent of dwelling units
and jobs that are situated within 0.25 miles of a stop served by fixedroute transit service that provides LOS “D” or better service.
Objective 43.2: Coordinate with HART, the Hillsborough MPO, Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (TBARTA), FDOT, and neighboring jurisdictions to provide Level of Service (LOS) “C” or better fixed route
transit service access to 70% of homes and businesses within designated
City of Tampa urban redevelopment districts by 2025.
Policy 43.2.12: The City shall coordinate with HART, TBARTA or other public transit providers, and where applicable, Hillsborough County, to designate
primary transit corridors which service the City’s designated Urban Redevelopment Area(s) and Mixed Use Corridor Villages. Primary transit
corridors may include some or all of the proposed rail corridors from the
MPO’s 2007 Transit Study or 2002 Tampa Rail Project, Transit Emphasis
Corridors identified in HART’s 2005 study, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridors identified as part of the MPO’s 2007 Transit Study, and/or additional/substitute corridors or corridor segments as mutually determined
by the City, HART, TBARTA or other public transit providers.
Policy 43.2.13: The City shall incorporate by reference the Primary Corridors map that
will be developed pursuant to the policy above.
Policy 43.2.14: The City shall coordinate with HART, TBARTA or other public transit providers, and where applicable, Hillsborough County, to draft and
adopt an interlocal agreement which provides for a mechanism for the
City and HART, and, as applicable, Hillsborough County, to mutually
commit to the provision of enhanced transit operations along Primary
Transit Corridors or other specific transit corridors for a fixed duration.
As part of this interlocal agreement, HART, TBARTA or other public
transit providers shall report to the City on route productivity and ridership quarterly, activities to boost ridership, equipment used, and ontime performance. HART TBARTA or other public transit providers
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will not significantly reduce or alter service without prior agreement of
the City.
Policy 43.2.15: Concurrent with HART’s periodic update of the Transit Development
Plan (TDP), the City shall document the estimated percent of dwelling
units and jobs located in designated Urban Redevelopment districts that
are served by LOS “C” or better fixed-route transit service.
Objective 43.3: Coordinate with HART, the Hillsborough MPO, Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (TBARTA), FDOT, and neighboring
jurisdictions to identify, preserve, and acquire right-of-way for fixed
guide-way transit corridors, mixed-traffic Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) enhancements, and transit station areas.
Policy 43.3.1:

Where appropriate, the City of Tampa will work with FDOT, HART, the
Hillsborough County MPO, other local governments and TBARTA to
reserve a transit “envelope” along future rail corridors.

Policy 43.3.2:

The City shall participate in the
MPO/TBARTA/HART process
to prioritize transit needs as well
as roadway needs when reviewing all highway systems and
right-of-way needs for proposed
improvements including implementation of BRT facilities such
as:
 Bus turn-outs and transit station areas
 Queue-jump lanes
 Dedicated transit thru-lanes/light rail facilities

Policy 43.3.3:

Policy-constrained roadways, though ineligible for two or more general
use thru-lane additions, shall be eligible for transit system enhancements including those described above. Dedicated transit system thrulanes constructed pursuant to this policy shall not be retrofit for use
by automobile or truck traffic so long as the subject roadway remains
policy constrained.

Policy 43.3.4:

The City shall coordinate with HART, TBARTA, and FDOT to identify
and assist in the acquisition of rail transit corridor and station rights-ofway.
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Transit-dependent
Objective 43.4: Continue participation in programs to provide transit service for transitdependent and transportation disadvantaged populations.
Policy 43.4.1:

Construct sidewalks, wheelchair ramps, and improve access to bus stops
at appropriate locations to assist the designated Community Transportation Coordinator and implement the priorities identified in the HART
Bus Stop Accessibility Study to provide transportation services to the
Transportation Disadvantaged.

Policy 43.4.2:

To comply with Chapter 427, Florida Statutes and reduce duplication
and fragmentation of services to the transportation disadvantaged, the
City shall coordinate paratransit services with Hillsborough County,
other agencies and non-profit organizations.

Policy 43.4.3:

Continue to make information on the HART service area and the Transportation Disadvantaged Program available to nursing homes, group
homes, Adult Congregate Living Facilities, and other social service
agencies whose clientele may be transportation disadvantaged.

Policy 43.4.4:

Concurrent with HART’s periodic update of the Transit Development
Plan (TDP), the City shall document the estimated percent of dwelling
units below the poverty line, and service/retail sector jobs that are situated within 0.25 miles of fixed-route transit service.

Neighborhood Livability

Goal 44:

Preserve neighborhood livability and protect the natural environment
through management of roadway traffic and consideration of the impacts
of roadway capacity improvements.

Objective 44.1: Reduce the extent of and/or mitigate the impacts of neighborhood
traffic intrusion.
Policy 44.1.1:

The City shall continue to respond
to requests to conduct neighborhood traffic studies to analyze
traffic volumes, accident rates, operational speeds, and traffic characteristics to identify candidates
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for neighborhood traffic calming or traffic management strategies.
Policy 44.1.2:

Within acceptable engineering practice and pursuant to guidelines established by the Department of Public Works, the City shall develop
conceptual neighborhood traffic calming plans which are intended to
slow local traffic and discourage or prohibit through traffic.

Policy 44.1.3:

The City may identify roadways which pass through primarily residential areas and are likely to be subject to excessive traffic volume due to
their orientation with respect to congested components of the arterial
roadway network as candidates for functional classification redesignation as “Neighborhood Collectors” roadways. The City will consider
periodically re-evaluating the functional classification of these identified candidate roadways.

Policy 44.1.4:

Within acceptable engineering practice and pursuant to guidelines established by the Department of Public Works, the City shall develop
conceptual neighborhood traffic Neighborhood Collector roadway traffic management plans which are intended to slow traffic while continuing to accommodate through traffic movement.

Policy 44.1.5:

The City shall coordinate with neighborhood groups and the MPO bicycle and pedestrian coordinator to develop conceptual neighborhood
traffic calming and traffic management plans.

Policy 44.1.6:

As funds are available the City shall finalize and implement conceptual
neighborhood traffic calming and neighborhood collector roadway traffic management plans based on prioritization guidelines established by
the Department of Public Works.

Policy 44.1.7:

When a proposed development traffic study, performed pursuant to the
City’s land development code, indicates adverse traffic impacts to surrounding areas, the developer shall be required to mitigate those neighborhood impacts through the implementation of or financial contribution toward traffic management strategies.

Policy 44.1.8:

The City shall continue to review the truck route ordinance and associated map to ensure neighborhood traffic concerns associated with truck
traffic are addressed.
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Roadway widening and new roadway construction
Objective 44.2: Minimize impacts of roadway widening projects and ensure compatibility with environmentally sensitive lands and residential and commercial neighborhoods.
Policy 44.2.1:

All governmental entities responsible for proposed new road construction, major road widening or other major corridor improvements shall
be encouraged to conduct a corridor study prior to any rights-of-way acquisition to assess the impacts to adjacent areas and provide appropriate, cost-effective mitigation mechanisms for adverse impacts. As part
of the corridor study, solicit input from adjacent property owners and
neighborhoods affected by the road.

Policy 44.2.2:

New roads shall be routed so as to avoid traversing publicly owned
natural preserves, parks and recreation areas and areas identified as essential wildlife habitual and historic districts, except in the case of overriding public interest.

Policy 44.2.3:

The City shall maintain and periodically update a list of constrained
roads through plan amendments and updates to the City of Tampa
Comprehensive Plan or City Code which shall not be subject to two
or more through lane additions and transmit upon update of the Long
Range Transportation Plan to the MPO as appropriate. “Constrained
Roadways” are roads that the City has determined will not be expanded
by the addition of two or more through-lanes because of physical, environmental or policy constraints. Physical constraints primarily occur
when intensive land use development is immediately adjacent to roads,
thus making expansion costs prohibitive. Environmental and policy
constraints primarily occur when decisions are made not to expand a
road based on environmental, historical, archaeological, aesthetic or social impact considerations. Constrained Roadways operating efficiencies may be improved on by including turning, passing or other auxiliary lanes. Bikeways, sidewalks, landscaping, resurfacing and drainage
improvements may also be included.

Policy 44.2.4:

The City shall maintain and periodically update a list of constrained
roads through plan amendments and updates to the City of Tampa Comprehensive Plan or City Code which shall not be subject to two or more
through lane additions and transmit upon update of the Long Range
Transportation Plan to the MPO as appropriate.
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Policy 44.2.5:

All road construction projects including those under other jurisdictions
shall meet the minimum requirements for stormwater retention and
treatment.

Policy 44.2.6:

The scale and character of surrounding land use and potential multimodal opportunities shall be considered in the design and construction
of new roadways and the widening of existing roadways.

Policy 44.2.7:

New roadway construction will be analyzed for feasibility of a multiuse corridor concept to apply the coordination of roadway alignment
with location of utility lines for power, gas, water and wastewater, etc.

Policy 44.2.8:

The City shall consult with the Historic Tampa/Hillsborough County
Preservation Board and other interested groups to provide for the consideration of Tampa’s historic resources when road expansions and new
construction of roadways are proposed.

Objective 44.3: Provide an opportunity for public input including neighborhoods, businesses, and other interested groups in all aspects of transportation planning and implementation.
Policy 44.3.1:

Through pro-active neighborhood involvement programs, facilitate
neighborhood groups to form area committees to assist in developing
transportation strategies for their area and act as liaison between government entities and private citizens in representing the neighborhood’s
interests.

Policy 44.3.2:

Work with neighborhood groups, through the utilization of neighborhood town meetings, to educate on the use of alternative modes of transportation other than the single occupancy vehicles as a means to reduce
the need to continue to widen roads.

Policy 44.3.3:

Work with FDOT and Hillsborough County during all phases of the
transportation development process to ensure sensitivity and responsiveness to local needs.

Travel demand management

Goal 45:

Preserve livability, optimize the efficiency of the roadway network and
protect the natural environment through travel demand management and
other supportive strategies.
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Objective 45.1: Increase the use of low emissions vehicles and participation in car-pool
programs.
Policy 45.1.1:

Develop a cost-feasible implementation plan to convert the City’s automobile and light-truck fleet to Ultra Low Emission Vehicle Standards
(ULEV) (or contemporary equivalent) by 2025.

Policy 45.1.2:

Evaluate the feasibility, and, if feasible, implement a program to provide
discounted or preferred parking privileges at City parking facilities for
vehicles which meet or exceed ULEV standards.

Policy 45.1.3:

Continue implementation of discounted and/or preferred parking privileges at City parking facilities for registered High Occupant Vehicles
(HOV)/registered car-pool participants.

Policy 45.1.4:

Evaluate the feasibility of implementing, through City ordinance applicable to all development and/or Land Development Code applicable to
new development, requirements to reserve preferred parking spaces for
ULEV vehicles and/or registered HOVs.

Policy 45.1.5:

Coordinate with established Transportation Management Organizations
to disseminate information regarding ULEV and HOV parking incentives and conduct biennial surveys/evaluations of program participation in order to track the effectiveness of the incentive programs.

Objective 45.2: Decrease single-occupant vehicle (SOV) mode share.
Policy 45.2.1:

The City shall have the option to revise the Land Development Code to
allow reduced parking requirements for selected areas which are served
by Primary transit corridors and meet or exceed areawide quality of
service “D” for pedestrian facilities pursuant to the HART TDP and City
adopted 5-yr CIE.

Policy 45.2.2:

The City shall continue to support ridesharing such as carpools, vanpools, buspools, mass transit through the implementation of park and
ride lots as well as through the subsidy of transit passes for City employees.

Policy 45.2.3:

The City shall encourage new development to participate in transportation demand management (TDM) strategies such as carpooling, vanpooling, parking management, flexible work hours, or provision of bi-
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cycle and mass transit facilities.
Policy 45.2.4:

The City of Tampa will continue to support the establishment of public/private partnerships such as Transportation Management Organizations (TMO) to promote TDM strategies and programs, regional activity
centers and other densely developed areas.

Policy 45.2.5:

The City shall establish at least one form-based zoning district which
shall provide for the vertical and horizontal mixture of uses necessary
to facilitate walking and transit trips. These form-based zoning districts
will conform to the standards in the City of Tampa Transportation Technical Standards Manual.

Policy 45.2.6:

Educate the public as to the benefits of bicycling and walking including those benefits related to improving air quality, reducing energy consumption, reducing congestion, stimulating the economy, and promoting health and physical fitness.

Policy 45.2.7:

Work with area TMOs including the Tampa Downtown Partnership,
Westshore Alliance, Bay Area Commuter Services (BACS) and the New
North Transportation Alliance to encourage employers, including the
City of Tampa, to provide appropriate supportive facilities and services for bicyclists and pedestrians, including showers, lockers, commuter
centers and secure bicycle parking.

Policy 45.2.8:

Encourage facilities and services for bicyclists and pedestrians, which
may include showers, lockers, bike racks at bus stops, commuter centers, shelters and benches (with appropriate lighting) at business districts, parks, retail/commercial centers, transit stations and other major
destinations.

Policy 45.2.9:

Allow a waiver of parking requirements in exchange for bicycle amenities, where appropriate. The City shall create an exchange ratio of
bicycle parking spaces to car parking spaces. Consider the provision
of amenities such as secure storage and locking, weather protection of
bicycles, shower heads and clothes storage lockers in private developments in exchange for required motor vehicle parking spaces.

Policy 45.2.10: Work with the Hillsborough MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee and area TMOs and other agencies to develop and implement a public information program to promote bicycle use in conjuncLIVABILITY. PROSPERITY. RESPECT. RESILIENCE.
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tion with other modes of transportation.
Policy 45.2.11: Increase the effectiveness and extent of the City’s participation in the
MPO’s current bicycle and pedestrian program by assigning appropriate staff and providing adequate resources to work with the MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Coordinator, and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee on bicycle and pedestrian projects within the City.
Policy 45.2.12: Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian facility concerns in the public response system for road maintenance calls.
Policy 45.2.13: The City shall periodically evaluate non-SOV mode share using one or
more of the following procedures or comparable alternative methods:
 Document journey to work data obtained from the decennial
census;
 Concurrent with the MPO Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP)
update cycle, evaluate the ratio of peak hour vehicle miles below
service capacity for roadways within the City of Tampa to regional
population and employment control totals; or
 Concurrent with HART’s TDP update cycle evaluate City-wide
transit passenger miles as a ratio of City-wide vehicle miles of travel
with the goal of reducing per capita vehicle miles traveled.
Coordination Land Development and Transportation System Improvement

Goal 46:

Provide a roadway and mass transit system adequate to support the City’s
growth strategy through the coordination of land development review with
existing and planned multimodal transportation system investments and
adopted level of service standards.

Objective 46.1: Prioritize and implement roadway system through-lane and intersection capacity improvements consistent with the City’s growth projections, land use plan, and urban infill and redevelopment strategy.
Policy 46.1.1:

The City shall systematically establish and maintain a list of capital projects which increase roadway system capacity, operational efficiency, and
safety for all users. This roadway system needs list shall be prioritized
based on existing system deficiencies, projected and planned growth,
and the benefit-to-cost ratio of potential improvements as determined
by the Department of Public Works and shall be coordinated with FDOT
and the Hillsborough MPO.
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Policy 46.1.2:

Top priority roadway capital projects shall be included in the City’s
Capital Improvements Program (CIP) based on available and projected
funds accrued through the City’s gas tax receipts, impact fee revenue,
and other revenue streams used to fund transportation capital projects.

Policy 46.1.3:

When, pursuant to the City’s Land Development Code, a development
must make roadway system improvements to offset the adverse transportation system impacts of the proposed development, the City’s list
of roadway, transit related and pedestrian system needs shall be the
preferred subject of developer mitigation payments or in-kind contributions.

Policy 46.1.4:

If a proposed development must mitigate roadway system impacts
and no constructible roadway project acceptable to the City reasonably
serves to satisfy the development’s mitigation requirements, the City
may elect to coordinate with FDOT to enable the subject development
to offset unmitigated impacts through a contribution towards capacity
projects shown in the FDOT 5-year work program. The developer’s
contribution shall be sufficient to fund that quantity of vehicle miles
of capacity as will be added to the development’s impacted network
below the City’s adopted service standard.

Policy 46.1.5:

The City, through its Land Development Code shall continue to implement a roadway transportation system impact fee which shall be
evaluated periodically to assure that new development is assessed appropriately for the consumption of roadway system capacity.

Policy 46.1.6:

The City shall, through its Land Development Code, establish a procedure to enable property owners to vest roadway impact mitigation
allowances reserved through prior approved development agreements
and shall include a mechanism existing trip generation allowances in
the event a proposed redevelopment site is abandoned or otherwise
under-utilized for an extended period of time prior to approval of a
development order.

Objective 46.2: Continue to implement programs that protect existing and future
rights-of-way from building encroachment and that reduce the time
and cost required to obtain needed right-of-way when constructing
transportation system improvements.
Policy 46.2.1:

Right-of-way needs based on the Capital Improvement Element (CIE)
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and list of constructible roadway capital project needs shall be identified
and a priority schedule for acquisition established within two years or
sooner of adoption of the Comprehensive Plan. The City will coordinate with FDOT on right-of-way needs for the state highway system.
Policy 46.2.2:

The City through its development review process will require developments to follow special street setbacks as established in Chapter 27,
Zoning, of the Code of Ordinance, Tampa, Florida, as they appear in
Supplement No. 9 to Volume II, Section 27-99. All classified roads in the
City with special setback requirements are listed in the table at the end
of this element.

Policy 46.2.3:

Right-of-way needs based on priority transit corridors shall be identified and a priority schedule for acquisition established within two years
of adoption of the incorporation by reference of the Primary Corridors
and Secondary Transit Corridors and the establishment of an acquisition funding source.

Policy 46.2.4:

The City shall enact, through its land development code, mechanisms
to provide opportunities for infill and redevelopment to mitigate their
transportation system impacts through contributions of right-of-way to
improve the priority transit system corridors.

Level of Service
Objective 46.3: Establish and maintain financially feasible level of service standards for
roads and public transit service and local facility planning guidelines for
pedestrian and bicycle facilities consistent with the City’s growth projections, land use plan, and urban infill and redevelopment strategy.
Policy 46.3.1:

The Level of Service for City of Tampa roads is LOS “D”.

Policy 46.3.2:

The City shall implement planning and funding strategies to achieve
benchmark LOS “D” transit service for 80% of persons and jobs Citywide and LOS “D” transit service for 70% of persons and jobs within
designated Urban Redevelopment Districts.

Policy 46.3.3:

The City shall adopt the LOS standards established by FDOT Rule for
Strategic Intermodal System (SIS), Florida Intrastate Highway System
(FIHS), and Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP) Facilities
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as shown in the table at the end of this element.
Policy 46.3.4:

All development or redevelopment will be reviewed for consistency
with the Comprehensive Plan land use requirements and in accordance
with the City’s Concurrency Management System.

Policy 46.3.5:

Large scale developments requiring regional review and/or site plan approvals will be evaluated, for mitigation purposes, using the goal standard of LOS “D” with the adopted link specific levels of service established as the ultimate basis for approval or denial of the project.

Policy 46.3.6:

Transportation improvement requirements in approved Developments
of Regional Impact (DRIs) shall remain in effect unless the development
order is modified to reflect changes in the transportation requirements.
Substantial Deviation to existing DRIs and new DRIs shall comply with
Section 380.06, F.S. and Rule 9J-2, F.A.C., requirements which may include consistency with the Alternative Concurrency Provisions as described in Rule 9J-2.045(7)2; F.A.C., if mitigative measures are specifically adopted in the comprehensive plan and are fully explained and
applied in the development order. Transportation improvements in approved DRIs that are included in the schedule of capital improvements
and which are relied upon to meet adopted level of services standards
and for concurrency approvals shall not be deleted from the DRI development order unless the comprehensive plan is amended consistent
with the requirements of Chapter 163, Part II, F.S., and Rule 9J-5, F.A.C.

Infill and Redevelopment
Continued development and redevelopment is vital to the future stability and vitality
of the City of Tampa. Redevelopment and revitalization brings with it new homes, jobs
and economic development, which, in turn, helps to increase overall tax revenues to fund
needed capital projects and important government services, such as police and fire services.
It is therefore, critical, that policies in the Comprehensive Plan provide a framework that
will eliminate unnecessary barriers and encourage long-term redevelopment.
The anticipated 92,000+ residents, together with the more than 135,000+ additional
employment will result in increased demands on city, county and state roadways. The City
of Tampa is also located at the center of a larger and increasingly expanding metropolitan
region, which funnels large amounts of traffic through City on the Interstates, further
exacerbating congestion during peak hours.
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As mentioned in other sections of this plan, Tampa is nearly built out and almost all of
the anticipated growth is expected to occur as either redevelopment or infill development.
And because the City is nearly built out, there are few opportunities to widen roadways
or increase capacity to accommodate the increased traffic demands. If not properly
addressed, increased growth and increased traffic demands can lead to impacts that
threaten neighborhood quality of life.
The challenge in planning for the future growth is to ensure that development occurs in a
manner that supports the desired vision articulated in this plan; that it can be supported
by multi-modal transportation system, and that it minimizes impacts on adjacent
neighborhoods. In meeting these challenges, the strategies defined by the policies in this
plan include:
a)

b)

c)
d)

g)

Designating the area south of Fletcher as a Transportation Concurrency
Exception Area to remove unnecessary barriers to redevelopment and
infill development;
Encouraging new development to occur in the Downtown, Westshore
and USF Business Centers and along the Mixed-Use Corridor Villages by
designating areas appropriate for Downtown Revitalization and Urban
Redevelopment;
Preserving neighborhood quality of life by designating Urban Infill areas
and requiring development to mitigate its impact to neighborhoods;
Creating walkable, bikable and transit –oriented communities (which
reduce auto use) by requiring new
development to meet urban design and
transit oriented design guidelines and
standards established in other sections of
this plan;
e)
Coordinating with the MPO
and HART in developing transit plans,
facilities and service to support planned
transit-oriented development.
f)
Coordinating the capital plans of
HART, MPO and FDOT to support transitand pedestrian- oriented development
within the Business Centers and Mixed-Use Corridors;
Mitigating impacts on the State’s Strategic Intermodal System by:
1. Pursuing the development of a light rail system to reduce future
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traffic impacts on the SIS;
2. Encouraging the expansion of express bus routes entering the
City’s Business Centers from outlying areas to augment demands
on the SIS;
3. Encouraging redevelopment and infill within the City of Tampa
where existing transit and the grid network provide alternatives
to SIS travel;
4. Emphasizing TDM alternatives to encourage efforts to decrease
automobile travel on the SIS; and

h)

5. Providing opportunities for development to mitigate impacts via
contributions towards proportionate fair share approved projects
Developing a cost affordable capital improvements schedule to improve
system operational performance.

Objective 46.4: Encourage downtown revitalization, urban redevelopment, and infill
development in a manner that supports the city form concepts articulated in the Comprehensive Plan, is consistent with objectives to provide adequate delivery of multimodal transportation system options,
and mitigates adverse traffic impacts to neighborhoods.
Policy 46.4.1:

The portion of the City south of Fletcher Avenue shall continue to be
designated as a Transportation Concurrency Exception Area (TCEA)
and shall be depicted on the Future Land Use Map.

Policy 46.4.2:

Development within the TCEA which is otherwise consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan shall be exempt from concurrency requirements for
maintenance of peak‐hour roadway level of service (LOS) standards.

Policy 46.4.3:

Irrespective of potential exemption from peak‐hour roadway level of
service standard concurrency, development within the TCEA shall perform a traffic impact assessment consistent with methodology incorporated by reference in the City’s Land Development Code and shall be
required to mitigate traffic impacts which::
 Constitute a threat to health, safety, and general welfare;;
 Abridge multimodal and/or area‐wide transportation system
performance standards as may be established by the Department of
Public Works and adopted into the City’s Land Development Code.

Policy 46.4.4:

Within the TCEA, the City shall designate, within the City of Tampa
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Land Use Map Series the following
TCEA Districts:
 Downtown Revitalization
 Urban Redevelopment
 Urban Infill and Redevelopment
Policy 46.4.5:

The purpose of the Downtown Revitalization TCEA District is to encourage the highest intensity and density
of development within and adjacent to
the City’s Central Business District in a compact, mutually supportive
mixed‐use pattern where existing and planned multimodal transportation facilities and service can be maximized.Development review and
transportation mitigation procedures within the Downtown Revitalization District shall consider the following elements:
 A traffic impact analysis completed pursuant to standards adopted in
the City’s Land Development Code;
 Mitigation of the health, safety, and general welfare impacts of
development site traffic consistent with the City’s Land Development
Code; and;
 Adherence to applicable overlay zoning and/or urban design
guidelines or standards stipulated in the City’s Land Development
Code.
Development within the Downtown Revitalization TCEA District shall
be exempt from specific roadway system mitigation requirements and
shall mitigate transportation impacts through the City’s transportation
impact fee ordinance or comparable multimodal assessment if the
development:
 mitigates site traffic impacts and
 adheres to applicable overlay zoning and/or city form standards

Policy 46.4.6:

The purpose of the Urban Redevelopment TCEA Districts is encourage
redevelopment in and around the City’s
Business Centers to create integrated
communities that can be served by existing or planned multimodal transportation facilities and services.
Development review and transporta-
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tion mitigation procedures within the Urban Redevelopment TCEA
Districts shall consider the following elements:
 A traffic impact analysis completed pursuant to standards adopted in
the City’s Land Development Code;
 Mitigation of the health, safety, and general welfare impacts of
development site traffic consistent with the City’s Land Development
Code;
 Adherence to applicable overlay zoning and/or urban design
guidelines or standards stipulated in the City’s Land Development
Code.
 The extent to which the development is served by a Primary Transit
Corridor (as defined in Policy 43.2.1) or, in the case of the Port
Authority, Tampa International Airport, or University of South
Florida, serves as an intermodal facility and/or is consistent with an
approved transportation master plan.
Development within an Urban Redevelopment TCEA District shall be
exempt from specific roadway system mitigation requirements and
shall mitigate transportation impacts through the City’s transportation
impact fee ordinance or comparable multimodal assessment if the
development:
 mitigates site traffic impacts,
 adheres to applicable overlay zoning and/or city form standards,
and
 is served by a Primary Transit Corridor or is an intermodal facility
and/or is consistent with an approved transportation master plan.
Policy 46.4.7:

The purpose of the Urban Infill and Redevelopment TCEA District is
to allow infill development comparable to existing development densities and intensities in a manner that will not adversely impact existing
neighborhoods or transportation system performance.
Development review and transportation mitigation procedures within the
Urban Infill District shall consider the
following elements:
 A traffic impact analysis completed
pursuant to standards adopted
in the City’s Land Development
Code;
 Mitigation of the health, safety, and
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general welfare impacts of development site traffic consistent with
the City’s Land Development Code;
 Adherence to applicable overlay zoning and/or urban design
guidelines or standards stipulated in the City’s Land Development
Code.
 The extent to which the development is served by a Primary Transit
Corridor (as defined in Policy 43.2.1) or, in the case of the Port
Authority, Tampa International Airport, or University of South
Florida, serves as an intermodal facility and/or is consistent with an
approved transportation master plan.
 The identification and mitigation of traffic impacts to low density
residential neighborhoods.
Development within the Urban Infill and Redevelopment TCEA District shall be considered to be exempt from specific roadway system
mitigation requirements and shall mitigate transportation impacts
through the City’s transportation impact fee ordinance or comparable
multimodal assessment if the development:





mitigates site traffic impacts,
adheres to applicable overlay zoning and/or city form standards,
mitigates adverse neighborhood impacts, and
is deemed to generate de minimus traffic impacts or is located within a
Mixed Use Corridor/Village serviced by a Primary Transit Corridor

Policy 46.4.8:

If a proposed development does not meet the criteria established in
Policies 46.4.5, 46.4.6, and 46.4.7 for exemption from specific roadway
system impact mitigation, the subject development shall offset adverse
impacts to the roadway network through implementation of, or financial contribution toward specific transportation system improvements
which:
 Are acceptable to the City
 Provide a substantial benefit to the impacted roadway network;
 Are proportional to that development’s impacts; and
 Shall be reflected in the City’s Capital Improvement Element (CIE) at
the next available update;
 For impacts to the Strategic Intermodal System, the City shall consult
with FDOT on potential mitigation projects.

Policy 46.4.9:

The City shall identify and document specific bicycle and pedestrian
links as identified in the Tampa Greenways and Trails Master Plan
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needs and capital costs necessary to provide Areawide Quality of Service “D” within designated Urban Redevelopment districts. This plan
shall be updated concurrent with the MPO Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP).
Policy 46.4.10: The City shall coordinate with HART, TBARTA or other public transit
providers to identify and document specific transit system needs and
capital and operating costs necessary to provide Areawide Quality of
Service “C” within designated Urban Redevelopment districts. This
plan shall be updated concurrent with the MPO LRTP and shall be incorporated into subsequent updates of HART’s Transit Development
Plan (TDP) Needs Plan or other applicable plans.
Policy 46.4.11: The City shall continue to pursue the development of rail transit initiatives and shall materially contribute to the implementation of a rail
transit system by 2025.
Policy 46.4.12: The City shall consider the anticipated rail transit corridors and anticipated rail station locations from the 2007 MPO Transit Study depicted in
Figure 6-7 for the purposes of establishing land use and transportation
policies that will be supportive of the future system.
Policy 46.4.13: The City shall prioritize refinement of the Land Use Plan and pursue
the development and implementation of Form Based zoning districts
based on designated Urban Redevelopment districts, Mixed Use Corridor Villages and anticipated rail transit corridors and station locations
as identified in this plan and the 2007 MPO Transit Study. Such districts shall establish land use, site, and building design guidelines for
development necessary to assure the accessibility of new development
to public transit and support the use of transit and non-motorized transportation modes.
Policy 46.4.14: The City shall coordinate with the MPO, TBARTA, Planning Commission, HART, and FDOT to evaluate the effectiveness of the TCEA every
5 years through the monitoring of performance measures such as:
 Percent of new development serviced by transit corridors with costaffordable LOS “C” service delivery or rail transit service;
 Multimodal areawide quality of service achieved within Urban
Redevelopment and Urban Infill TCEA Districts;
 Estimated home-based work non-single occupancy vehicle (SOV)
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mode share;
 Percent of intra-TCEA peak-hour, peak-direction Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) using non-Toll components of the SIS against a goal
of less than 10% by 2025; and
 Increase in assessed value per acre (adjusted for inflation) within
Urban Redevelopment Districts.
Policy 46.4.15: By July 1, 2010, the City shall amend its land development regulations to
implement the land use, urban design and transportation concurrency
requirements for the TCEA.
Policy 46.4.16: The City shall coordinate with the MPO, TBARTA, Planning Commission, HART, and FDOT to evaluate the effectiveness of the TCEA every
5 years through the monitoring of performance measures such as:
 Percent of new development serviced by transit corridors with costaffordable LOS “C” service delivery or rail transit service;
 Multimodal areawide quality of service achieved within Urban
Redevelopment and Urban Infill TCEA Districts;
 Estimated home-based work non-single occupancy vehicle (SOV)
mode share;
 Percent of intra-TCEA peak-hour, peak-direction Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) using non-Toll components of the SIS against a goal
of less than 10% by 2025; and
 Increase in assessed value per acre (adjusted for inflation) within
Urban Redevelopment Districts.
Safe, Convenient and Efficient Roadway System

Goal 47:

Provide a safe, convenient, and efficient roadway system which effectively
supports intra-city travel.

Objective 47.1: Reduce the motor vehicle injury crash rate along the surface arterial and collector roadway network by a minimum of 5% by 2025.
Policy 47.1.1:

Continue to maintain data necessary to assess roadway safety performance and support engineering, enforcement, and education
countermeasure implementation including but not limited to traffic volume data for major roadway network facilities and geographically referenced crash report data and digital crash report archives for injury crashes occurring within the City limits.

Policy 47.1.2:

Continue to identify high accident locations (intersections and seg-
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ments) on the surface arterial and
collector roadway network.
Policy 47.1.3:

Identify locations on the surface
arterial and collector roadway
network with a high incidence
of crashes corresponding with
the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) State Highway
Safety Plan (SHSP) Emphasis Area crash types. The SHSP is the State’s
plan to improve safety on Florida’s roadways pursuant to Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Requirements. The SHSP emphasis areas
are:
 Intersection crashes
 Lane departure crashes
 Aggressive driving-related crashes
 Vulnerable road user crashes (bicyclists, pedestrians, and
motorcycles)

Policy 47.1.4:

Continue to perform needed and requested traffic safety studies within
guidelines established by the Department of Public Works.

Policy 47.1.5:

Continue to perform needed and requested roadway traffic control and
other roadway maintenance activities within guidelines established by
the Department of Public Works.

Policy 47.1.6:

Evaluate and document the safety impacts of proposed roadway capacity projects including impacts to bicycle and pedestrian safety.

Policy 47.1.7:

Prior to implementing roadway resurfacing projects or roadway capacity projects, conduct a road safety audit of the subject facility to identify
opportunities to incorporate safety improvements in the proposed construction project.

Policy 47.1.8:

Continue to coordinate with the FDOT, Hillsborough Community Traffic Safety Team (CTST), applicable law enforcement agencies, appropriate public education agencies, and emergency response agencies to facilitate a “3-E” approach to traffic safety.

Policy 47.1.9:

Coordinate with the FDOT to identify candidate projects for FHWA safety enhancement earmarks such as the Safe Routes 2 School Program.
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Policy 47.1.10: By June 30 of the year following the adoption of the Comprehensive
Plan, prepare an annual report summarizing the prior calendar year
crash history and documenting implementation of traffic operations,
sign and marking, and/or roadway design/construction projects as well
as education and enforcement initiatives undertaken or continued from
prior years undertaken to enhance roadway safety. This policy shall
provide a numerical indicator to assess the progress towards reducing
the motor vehicle injury crash rate. A copy of this report shall be provided to Tampa City Council and the Hillsborough County Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) Technical Advisory Committee.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety
Objective 47.2: Reduce the per capita number of bicycle and pedestrian crashes within
the City of Tampa by a minimum of 10% by 2025.
Policy 47.2.1:

Maintain adequate data, conduct necessary studies, implement appropriate countermeasures, coordinate with relevant agencies, and monitor
progress necessary to facilitate the reduction of the number of crashes.

Policy 47.2.2:

Coordinate with the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee and
MPO’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator to identify and address bicycle and pedestrian safety issues.

Policy 47.2.3:

Continue to implement neighborhood traffic management strategies
within the guidelines established by the Department of Public Works.

Policy 47.2.4:

Coordinate with implementing agencies to ensure that roadway capacity improvements that will increase pedestrian or bicyclist exposure (i.e.,
travel-lane additions along roadway segments or turn lane additions
at intersections) appropriate bicycle and pedestrian safety countermeasures shall be included in the project design to off-set the potential negative impacts of the roadway projects on pedestrian and bicyclist safety.
Countermeasures may include but are not limited to: curb reduction
in lane width to accommodate bike lanes, radii reductions, median refuge islands, right turn refuge islands, enhanced street lighting, protected left-turn phasing and other traffic signal operations features which
improve pedestrian crossing safety, signalized or enhanced mid-block
crosswalks, parallel off-road or on-road shared use trails, and “context
sensitive” roadway design features which serve reduce travel speeds.
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Policy 47.2.5:

Through the land development review process and consistent with
guidelines established by the Public Works Department seek to reduce
the width and frequency of new development driveway openings to improve the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists traveling along the surface
arterial and collector roadway network.

Policy 47.2.6:

Continue to coordinate with the Florida Department of Transportation, Hillsborough Community Traffic Safety Team (CTST), applicable
law enforcement agencies, and appropriate public education agencies
to facilitate a coordinated education, enforcement, and engineering (3E) approach to bicycle and pedestrian traffic safety including efforts to
educate pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists regarding bicycle and pedestrian traffic laws, rights, and responsibilities.

Policy 47.2.7:

Provide bicycle safety improvement programs based on the priority system and recommendations established in the Comprehensive Bicycle
Plan.

Policy 47.2.8:

Maintain on-road bikeways, separated bicycle facilities and sidewalks
to keep them clean and in good repair to accommodate adequate and
safe bicycling and walking.

Policy 47.2.9:

By June 30 of the year following the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan,
prepare an annual report summarizing the prior calendar year bicycle
and pedestrian crash history and documenting implementation of traffic operations, sign and marking, and/or roadway design/construction
projects and education and enforcement initiatives undertaken or continued from prior years to enhance bicycle and pedestrian safety. This
policy shall provide a numerical indicator to assess the progress towards
reducing the per capita number of bicycle and pedestrian crashes within
the City of Tampa by a minimum of 10% by 2025. A copy of this report
shall be provided to Tampa City Council and the Hillsborough County
MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee.

Objective 47.3: Maintain the operational efficiency of the surface arterial and collector
roadway network and support the operational efficiency of the Strategic
Intermodal System (SIS) highway facilities through optimization of parallel and supporting arterial roadways.
Policy 47.3.1:

The City will review and update all roadway corridor signal timing and
progression plans every two years to increase the operational efficiency
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of the roadway network.
Policy 47.3.2:

The City shall continue to coordinate with the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) to identify specific State Highway System signalized intersections for potential improvements to signal timing and
phasing to enhance efficiency and safety.

Policy 47.3.3:

The City shall continue to work with FDOT to upgrade the current computerized traffic control system, upgrade signal controller and communications equipment, and implement intelligent transportation systems
(ITS) solutions in order to enhance traffic operations efficiency.

Policy 47.3.4:

Review the design of parking and access elements on site plans submitted through development review and the construction plan processes.
This review shall balance safety, efficiency, economic development, and
desired infill growth with the need to protect surrounding neighborhoods from adverse impacts.

Policy 47.3.5:

Within two years of the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan, the City
shall coordinate with FDOT to identify and designate arterial roadways that provide parallel capacity to the SIS system as “SIS Corridor
Arterials” and shall work with FDOT on an ongoing basis to develop
and implement access management plans which identify items including, but not limited to:
 Opportunities to implement raised center medians to increase
roadway safety and operational efficiency;
 Opportunities to consolidate driveway openings to provide for a more
secure pedestrian environment and reduce “friction” introduced by
turning vehicles; and
 Opportunities to retrofit adjacent commercial properties to enable
cross access for vehicles and pedestrians.

Policy 47.3.6:

The City shall continue to coordinate with FDOT District 7 to maintain
traffic operating efficiency along SIS Corridor Arterial Roadways.

Policy 47.3.7:

The City shall coordinate with FDOT District 7 to develop access management and traffic operations plans for surface roadways adjacent to
limited access highway ramps which include but are not limited to:
 Revision of driveway placement and/or configuration to reduce
friction and facilitate exit ramp clearance; and
 Identification of potential surface roadway geometric or traffic
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operations improvements to improve ramp efficiency and/or safety.
Policy 47.3.8:

The City shall incorporate implementation of SIS Corridor Arterial Access Management Plans into Land Development Review procedures.

Policy 47.3.9:

The City shall continue to assist FDOT, the Tampa-Hillsborough County
Expressway Authority (THCEA), Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (TBARTA), and other relevant agencies to enhance the
SIS through contributions of publicly owned right-of-way and/or financial contributions as deemed appropriate by the City.

Policy 47.3.10: Support FDOT, THCEA and the Florida Turnpike Enterprise in the planning and implementation of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes or
special purpose lanes within Hillsborough County.
Policy 47.3.11: On a biennial basis, the City will evaluate the peak-hour peak-direction
operating speed, duration of congestion, and average delay per vehicle
on the following arterial roadway corridors as an indication of operating efficiency of the surface roadway system:
 Gandy Boulevard from Dale Mabry Highway to Bridge Street
 Kennedy Boulevard from the Hillsborough River to Westshore
Avenue
 Columbus Drive/Boy Scout Boulevard from Howard Avenue to
Westshore Boulevard
 Hillsborough Avenue from I-275 to Hoover Boulevard
 Hillsborough Avenue from 50th Street to I-275
 Dale Mabry Highway from Gandy Boulevard to Kennedy Boulevard
 Dale Mabry Highway from I-275 to Hillsborough Avenue
 Florida Avenue from I-275 to Fowler Avenue
 40th Street from Columbus Drive to Fowler Avenue
 Busch Boulevard from 40th Street to I-275
 Busch Boulevard from I-275 to Armenia Avenue
 Bruce B. Downs Boulevard from
Bearss Avenue to I-75
 Bruce B. Downs Boulevard from I-75
to Cross Creek Boulevard
Evacuation Planning
Objective 47.4: By 2025, provide for a transportation
system that permits safe evacuation in
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sasters, within the parameters established in Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council’s evacuation plan.
Policy 47.4.1:

Continue coordination and cooperation with the Tampa Bay Regional
Planning Council’s (TBRPC) efforts of hurricane evacuation.

Policy 47.4.2:

The City of Tampa will continue to work with FDOT, the MPO and the
County to ensure a priority is placed on maintaining the capacity of
highways that are designated as regional evacuation routes.

Coordination among Transportation Authorities

Goal 48:

Maximize connections between transportation modes and effectively coordinate with the Hillsborough MPO, FDOT, and other relevant Transportation Authorities.

Objective 48.1: The City of Tampa shall assist, wherever possible and appropriate, in
providing intermodal links, especially highway, public transit, and bicycle links to airports, seaports, rail and trucking facilities located within,
and adjacent to the Tampa City limits.
Policy 48.1.1:

The City shall work with the MPO in the prioritization of intermodal
transportation facilities to ensure that adequate funding consideration
for the planning and programming of these facilities is being given as
part of the MPO’s Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).

Policy 48.1.2:

The City shall work with the Tampa Port Authority, Hillsborough County Aviation Authority, HART, Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation
Authority (TBARTA), FDOT, Tampa Hillsborough County Expressway
Authority (THCEA), and other transportation agencies in the pursuit
of efficient passenger connections between Tampa International Airport
(TIA) and the cruise ship terminals on the Garrison Channel.

Policy 48.1.3:

The City of Tampa, HART, TBARTA, and FDOT shall ensure that rail
transit terminals, whether for light rail transit, commuter, or high speed
rail, are located so as to be conveniently served by the bus transit system
and accessible to bicyclists and pedestrians.

Policy 48.1.4:

The City shall prioritize maintenance and construction of sidewalk and
bicycle facilities to support transit corridors and transit station areas after ensuring safe access from neighborhoods to schools, including the
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application of the Safe Paths to Schools Program administered by the
Florida department of Transportation.
Integrating Transportation Systems
Objective 48.2: Provide a highway system that assists in integrating other transportation systems including mass transit, rail, air and water.
Policy 48.2.1:

By 2025, develop adequate highway systems to support airport and rail
terminals.

Policy 48.2.2:

Through coordination with the MPO and FDOT, evaluate and prioritize
highway projects needed to serve major terminal facilities as identified
through the coordination of master plans for port, rail and airport facilities.

Policy 48.2.3:

The City’s shall coordinate with HART, TBARTA or other public transit providers to implement traffic operations, roadway design enhancements, parking facilities, and other capital improvements to increase the
efficiency of transit operations along designated primary transit corridors.

Policy 48.2.4:

Support FDOT in the proposed development of High-Occupancy Toll
lanes or other special use lanes to increase travel time certainty between
the Central Business District (CBD) and Cruise Ship Terminal and Tampa International Airport (TIA).

Policy 48.2.5:

Support FDOT and the Tampa Hillsborough County Expressway Authority (THCEA) in the development of the Interstate 4 to Lee Roy Selmon Crosstown Expressway Connector project to facilitate freight and
passenger travel between the Port and the Interstate Highway System.

Policy 48.2.6:

Support FDOT in the complete build-out of the TIA, I-275, Memorial
Highway (Links) interchange project.

Coordination with Port and Aviation Authorities
Objective 48.3: The City of Tampa in coordination with Hillsborough County, the Planning Commission, FDOT, HART and the MPO shall cooperate with the
Port and Airport Authorities in their efforts to plan, build and maintain
efficient surface transportation systems to move cargo and passengers
on all modes by:
 Ensuring that port, airport and related facilities needs identified in
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their Master Plans are considered when prioritizing programmed
roadway and transit service improvements.
Reflecting updated public port and airport Master Plans transportation
facilities needs in:
{{ The MPO Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP);
{{ The Transportation, Capital Improvements and Facilities
Elements;
{{ The Capital Improvements Program (CIP) and the Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP), including the appropriate costs
to the City of Tampa for the facilities impact (based on activity
levels).
Ensuring that public port and airport Master Plan activity levels
are coordinated with key transportation and capital improvement
planning years.
Providing the Port and Aviation Authorities the opportunity to review
and comment on Developments of Regional Impacts (DRIs) that affect
the transportation or terminal access to the port and airports, and/or
significantly impact land uses in their environs.
Seeking ways to feasibly integrate the various modes of transportation
(mass transit, bullet trains, ships and bicycles ) and noting the
intermodal linkage alternatives for each expansion project.

Policy 48.3.1:

The City of Tampa shall work with the Tampa Port Authority and CSXT
in improving access, safety, and the level of service on the surface transportation (including rail) network which serves the Port.

Policy 48.3.2:

The City of Tampa shall assist the Tampa Port Authority in pursuing
needed surface transportation improvements recommended in the Port
of Tampa Surface Transportation Plan.

Policy 48.3.3:

The City of Tampa will coordinate with the MPO to update the inventory, including map(s), of the major commercial truck and railroad terminals within the City of Tampa, as practicable.

Policy 48.3.4:

The City shall continue to enforce and update, if necessary, the current
Truck Route Ordinance and maintain appropriate signage for the truck
route to ensure compliance.

Policy 48.3.5:

Ensure that the following is consistent with the Tampa Comprehensive
Plan by coordinating them with the Future Land Use, Neighborhood,
Coastal Management, Stormwater Management, Potable Water and
Conservation Elements of the Plan:
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Policy 48.3.6:

The City shall promote the ports, airports and related facilities development consistent with the respective adopted Master plans by:
 Ensuring that growth/development in and around ports and airports
is compatible with ports’ and airports’ operations and expansion
plans, identified in their master plans;
 Giving priority to the use of land for expansion of existing port and
airport facilities and the planning and development of new facilities
where forecasted demands so indicate.

Objective 48.4: New development shall not adversely affect aircraft operating procedures as defined in the “Airport Zoning Regulations” relating to approach surface, transition surface, horizontal surface, conical surfaces
and Airport Surveillance Radar.
Policy 48.4.1:

The City shall coordinate land planning outside airport boundaries and
shall protect airports from the development of incompatible uses (e.g.,
excessive structure height, intense development, high density development, noise sensitive uses).

Policy 48.4.2:

The City of Tampa shall review existing airport zoning districts, determine their appropriateness and eliminate or replace them with the new
or updated airport compatible districts, based upon updated master
plans and airport operational needs.

Policy 48.4.3:

The City shall utilize the most current noise exposure study based upon
airport Master Plans or Federal Aviation Authority approved Noise Exposure Map to reassess the appropriate location of compatible and incompatible land uses.

Objective 48.5: Maximize economic benefits and minimize adverse impacts to public
health, safety and welfare from port and aviation facilities through ongoing coordination with the Port and Aviation Authorities.
Policy 48.5.1:

The Tampa City Council and the Port and Aviation Authorities members, or their designees, shall meet as needed to discuss those topics
which are determined to be of importance to the public health, safety
and welfare of the citizens of Hillsborough County, including, but not
limited to, the following:
 Plans for port and airport expansion and coordination of any expansion
activity which may impact the City of Tampa’s Comprehensive Plan,
including, but not limited to, the Capital Improvements Element (CIE)
and any other applicable law, rule or regulation;
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 Discussion of the need for mitigation measures for adverse structural
and non-structural impacts from port and airport development/
expansions upon adjacent natural resources and land uses including
residential neighborhoods, and the coordination of any mitigation
activities deemed necessary;
 Additional stormwater runoff caused by port or airport expansion.
Determine whether said stormwater runoff should be retained onsite
or otherwise be managed, by the respective Authority, in a manner
which will protect the Level of Service (LOS) standards adopted
by the City for stormwater management and conveyance facilities
outside of the port or airport property.
Policy 48.5.2:

The City shall support the Tampa Port Authority’s efforts to:
 Continue to seek the acquisition of other appropriate lands for future
port expansion and diversification in accordance with the Port Master
Plan;
 Continue to assure coordination of its submerged land management
and permitting programs with City land use regulations;
 Participate in efforts to establish regional wetland and bay bottom
management strategies by maintaining active membership in the
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council’s, Agency on Bay Management
and by cooperating with the Southwest Florida Water Management
District in the implementation of the Surface Water Improvement and
Management Plan for Tampa Bay;
 Continue the support and implementation of estuarine resource
restoration research and management programs;
 Continue mitigation projects to offset ecological impacts of future
port development projects on Hookers Point;
 Continue to implement an efficient consolidated berth maintenance
dredging program under requisite authorizations (permits) of the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) and the
Army Corps of Engineers, including a long term dredged material
management plan (DMMP).

Policy 48.5.3:

The Port and Aviation Authorities and local jurisdictions shall annually
review emergency preparedness plan and as conditions dictate, update
the preparedness plan.

Objective 48.6: Effectively coordinate with the Hillsborough MPO, the Florida Department of Transportation, and other relevant Transportation Authorities.
Policy 48.6.1:

The City shall include transportation system capacity projects listed in
the FDOT 5-year work program in the City’s Capital Improvement Plan
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(CIP)/Capital Improvements Element (CIE).
Policy 48.6.2:

The City shall include transit system capital projects related to designated “Primary” transit corridors in the City’s CIP/CIE.

Policy 48.6.3:

The City shall coordinate with relevant transportation agency programs
and plans.

Intergovernmental Coordination - Transportation
Transportation facilities and services in Tampa include airports, ports, public transportation,
toll expressways, “surface” streets and arterials, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Responsibilities assumed by government agencies include planning for systems, funding
for capital needs and expansion of the system, operational and maintenance responsibilities,
and jurisdictional authority to regulate the facilities.
The City is one of several agencies responsible for transportation within its corporate limits.
These responsibilities are distributed between agencies based on functions and efficiency
of service delivery, rather than on the basis of geographic boundaries. For example,
FDOT is assigned responsibility for Interstate highways and principal arterials within the
City because these facilities serve for movements of state-wide and regional importance,
Hillsborough County is responsible for minor arterials within the City because they serve
County-wide mobility needs, HART operates the public transportation system inside
and outside the City, and the Tampa/Hillsborough County Expressway Authority plans,
builds, and operates toll expressways.
The airports, ports, transit system, and expressways are managed and operated by
Authorities, governed by boards composed of officials appointed in accordance with their
enabling legislation or acts. The City does not hold a majority on any of these boards so
the City’s autonomous authority relative to the transportation functions provided by these
authorities is limited.
The implementation and operation of major components of the transportation system
within the City is, therefore, in many respects dependent upon the strategies, plans,
actions, and schedules of these agencies and boards. Therefore, the transportation plan
for the City must seek to provide coordination with these agencies.
The City’s influence in transportation matters is derived from its ability to:
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 Bring revenue to the agencies that provide transportation facilities and
services,
 Approve, deny, and levy impact assessments on land development/redevelopment
activities within its boundaries,
 Directly implement improvements to its own facilities or, as permitted, those of
the County and State within the City, and
 Influence and coordinate planning and strategies with the facilities and
programs of the other agencies that provide the transportation system within
the City.
 Provide and manage parking, principally in the Downtown area. Set parking
requirements through land development code.
 Develop public-private partnerships.
The City of Tampa is exclusively responsible for maintaining all non-State and non-County
roads within the City, including their associated sidewalks and bicycle facilities. In addition,
the City regulates development and redevelopment within the City, which generates
travel on all components of the system. For many local governments, including the City
of Tampa, development impact assessments are a source of revenue for transportation
system expansion and service provision.
The City can work to maintain the relevance of its transportation system impact fee as a
tool to directly implement improvements and to perform advance right of way acquisition
and project development to facilitate state and expressway authority investments. The
City may also choose to implement developer contribution or tax revenue funding of mass
transit in order to promote transit system implementation that directly aligns with the
City’s growth objectives. In addition to influencing the investment strategies of other
transportation agencies, the City can facilitate development that supports mass transit
corridors and station areas and is conducive to bicycle and pedestrian mobility through
its Comprehensive Plan and Land Development Code.
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Street

Adamo
Adamo
Anderson
Armenia
Armenia
Armenia
Armenia
Avenida Republica de Cuba
(A.R.D.C.)
Bayshore Blvd.
Bayshore Blvd.
Bayshore Blvd.
Boulevard
Broadway
(7th Ave.)
(7th Ave.)
Brorein
Brorein
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Cass
Cass
Cimino
Cleveland
Columbus
Columbus
Columbus
Columbus
Commerce
Country Club
Country Club
Cypress
Cypress
Dale Mabry
Dale Mabry
Dale Mabry
West Davis
East Davis
El Prado
Florida
Florida
Fowler
Gandy
Hanna
Henderson
Highland
Hillsborough Ave.
Himes
Himes
Himes
Howard
Howard
Hyde Park
Interbay Blvd.
Jackson St.
Kennedy
Kennedy
Lake
Lake
MacDill

Table 5. Special Street Setbacks

From

13th St
US41
Hillsborough
Platt
Tampa Bay Blvd.
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Linebaugh
Nuccio

To

US 41
East City Limits
North City Limits
Tampa Bay Blvd.
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Linebaugh
North City Limits
Lake

Platt
Bay-to-Bay
Bay-to-Bay
Gandy
Gandy
MacDill
Swann
Cass
Nebraska
Columbus
Columbus
Orient Road
Orient Road
East City Limits
Hyde Park
Bayshore
Bayshore
Platt
Lois
Dale Mabry
Dale Mabry
East City Limits
Franklin
Jefferson
Jefferson
Nebraska
Howard
Tampa Bay Blvd.
Armenia
Hyde Park
Lincoln
A.R.D.C.
A.R.D.C.
15th Street
15th Street
43rd Street
43rd Street
Broadway
Germer
Interbay Blvd
Armenia
Florida
Courtney Campbell West City Limits Eisenhower
Memorial
Westshore
I-275
MacDill
MacDill AFB
Gandy
Gandy
Kennedy
Hillsborough
North City Limits
Chesapeake Ave.
East Davis
Chesapeake Ave.
West Davis
MacDill
Bayshore Blvd.
Scott
Osborne
Bougainvillea
North City Limits
I-275
East City Limits
Gandy Bridge
Dale Mabry
Florida
East City Limits
Manhattan
Kennedy
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Hillsborough Ave.
West City Limits
I-275
Interbay Blvd.
Henderson
Henderson
Columbus
Hillsborough Ave.
North City Limits
Bayshore Blvd.
Platt
Platt
Cimino
DeLeon
Kennedy
Westshore
Dale Mabry
Ashley
Kennedy
Lois
Ashley
Nebraska
13th Street
Nebraska
34th Street
34th Street
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Columbus
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
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Centerline (Feet)
86
98
42
34
54
46
46
28

63
51
33
42
46
54
46
28
34
46
60
34
54
34
28
46
28
22
54
30
46
86
42
34
54
45
98
34
34
42
28
54
54
54
30
45
30
54
42
45
45
34
34
28
34
34
54
42
34
42
46
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Special Street Setbacks (Cont.)

Centerline
(Feet)

Street

From

To

Manhattan

Gandy

Euclid

42

Maritime

Hooker's Point

22nd Street

42

McKinley

Busch

Fowler

46

Nebraska

Kennedy

Floribraska

54

Orient

Adamo

North City Limits

42

Plant

Bayshore Blvd.

Kennedy

28

Platt

Armenia

Plant

28

Platt

Bayshore

Brorein

28

Platt

Brorein

Beatrice

42

Sligh

West City Limits

Nebraska

46

Swann

Dale Mabry

South Blvd.

46

Swann

Tampa Bay Blvd. Lois

Dale Mabry

46

Swann

Dale Mabry

Himes

34

Twiggs

Ashley

Pierce

34

Twiggs

Pierce

13th Street

42

Tyler

Jefferson

Cass

28

Violet

Highland

Florida

28

Waters

West City Limits

Nebraska

42

Waters

Nebraska

22nd Street

30

Westshore

Interbay

Kennedy

34

Willow

Platt

Main

30

Wishart

Armenia

Hillsborough

42

Yukon

Florida

Nebraska

30

4th Avenue

13th Street

34th Street

34

13th Street

Beatrice

Kennedy

42

14th Street

Kennedy

Adamo

54

15th Street

4th Avenue

7th Avenue

34

15th Street

4th Avenue

Nuccio

42

16th Street

Nuccio

Lake

28

17th Street

Osborne

42

15th Street

28

19th Street

Lake
17th, 18th, 19th Aves.
A.R.D.C.
8th Avenue

12th Avenue

30

19th, 20th Sts.

Maritime

34

19th, 20th Sts.

21st St.

19th, 20th Sts.

I-4

Adamo
800 ft. (S. of
Adamo) I-4
22nd Avenue

22nd St./

East City Limits

Maritime

42

Causeway Blvd.

Maritime

Adamo

46

Causeway Blvd.

2nd Avenue

Sligh

46

Causeway Blvd.

Waters

Busch

42

30th Street

Yukon

Fowler

46

31st Street

Fowler

North City Limits

54

34th Street

21st Avenue

Lake

34

40th Street

Hillsborough

Busch

54

50th Street

South City Limits

Crosstown Express.

54

51st Street

Columbus

18th Street

Martin Luther
King Jr. Blvd
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Table 6. Constrained Roadways
District

District Roadway Link

From

To

Type

LOS

Deficient LOS Conditions

CET

Armenia Ave

Waters Ave

Busch Blvd

2LU

E

Physical Constraints

CET

50th Street

I-4 Ramp

Melbourne

4LD

E

Physical constraints

CET

43rd Street

Hanna Ave

Sligh Ave

2LU

E

Physical Constraints

CET

13th Street Ext

4th Avenue

Nuccio Ave

4LD

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Kennedy Blvd

Himes Ave

Henderson Blvd

4LD

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Kennedy Blvd

Henderson Blvd

MacDill Ave

4LD

F

Physical Constraints

CET

Kennedy Blvd

MacDill Ave

Howard Ave

4LD

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Anderson Rd

Hills. Ave

City Limits

3LU

F

Physical Constraints

CET

Columbus Dr

50th St

Broadway

2LE

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Columbus Dr

Boulevard

Tampa St

2LU

E

Physical Constraints

CET

M L K Jr. Blvd.

Himes Ave

Armenia Ave

4LD

E

Physical Constraints

CET

M L K Jr. Blvd.

Armenia Ave

N. Blvd.

4LU

F

Physical Constraints

CET

M L K Jr. Blvd.

Highland Ave

Tampa St

4LU

F

Physical Constraints

CET

M L K Jr. Blvd.

Marguerite St

Nebraska Ave

4LU

F

Physical Constraints

CET

Broadway Ave

Columbus Dr

City Limits

4LU

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Busch Blvd

Armenia Ave

Boulevard

4LU

E

Physical Constraints

CET

13th Street Ext

4th Avenue

Nuccio Pkwy

4LD

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Sligh Ave

Rome Ave

Boulevard

4LD

E

Community Concerns

CET

Sligh Ave

Nebraska Ave

15th St

2LU

E

Community Concerns

CET

Waters Ave

City Limits

Armenia Ave

4LD

F

Community Concerns

CET

Fowler Ave

Florida Ave

I-275

6LD

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Hanna Ave

40th St

43rd St

2LU

F

Community Concerns

CET

Hills. Ave

Rome Ave

Florida Ave

6LD

E

Physical Constraints

CET

Himes Ave

Hills. Ave

Henry St.

4LD

F

Physical Constraints

INB

Dale Mabry Hwy

Swann Ave

Azeele St

4LE

E

Community Concerns

INB

Dale Mabry Hwy

Azeele St

Kennedy Blvd

4LU

E

Physical Constraints

INB

Bayshore Dr

Platt St

Brorein St

2LO

E

Physical Constraints

INB

Euclid

Manhattan

Dale Mabry

2LU

E

Community Concerns

INB

Westshore Blvd

Azeele St

2LU

E

Physical Constraints

INB

Lois Ave

Swann Ave

Kennedy Blvd

2LU

E

Community Concerns

WS

Courtney Campbell

Rocky Point Dr

Eisenhower Blvd

6LD

E

Physical Constraints

WS

M L K Jr. Blvd

Lois Ave

Dale Mabry

2LU

F

Physical Constraints

WS

Tampa Bay Blvd

Lois Ave

Dale Mabry Hwy

2LD

E

Physical Constraints

WS

Westshore Blvd

M L K Jr. Blvd

Hills Ave

2LU

F

Physical Constraints

WS

Kennedy Blvd

Dale Mabry

Himes Ave

4LD

E

Physical Constraints

WS

Lois Ave

I-275

Cypress

4LD

E

Community Concerns

WS

M L K Jr. Blvd

Dale Mabry

Himes Ave

6LD

F

Physical Constraints

WS

Himes Ave

Columbus Dr

M L K Jr. Blvd

4LD

E

Physical Constraints

Gandy Blvd
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Table 7. Level of Service Standard for SIS, FIHS, and TRIP Facilities:
SIS and FIHS Facilities

TRIP Funded Facilities
and Other State Roads3

Limited
Access
Highway4
(Freeway)

Controlled
Access
Highway4

Other
Multilane4

Two Lane4

Rural Areas

B

B1

B

C

Transitioning Urbanized
Areas, Urban Areas, or
Communities

C

C

C

C

Urbanized Areas Under
500,000

C(D)

C

D

D

Urbanized Areas Over
500,000

D(E)

D

D

D

E

E

E

E

2

--

2

--

2

2

--

2

--

2

Roadways Parallel to
Exclusive Transit Facilities
Inside TCMAs
Inside TCEAs2 and
MMTDs2

2

D(E)
--

2

E

--

Level of service standards inside of parentheses apply to general use lanes only when exclusive through lanes
exist.
1. For rural two-lane facilities, the standard is C.
2. Means the Department must be consulted as provided by Section 163.3180(5), (7), or (15), Florida Statutes,
regarding level of service standards set on SIS or TRIP facilities impacted by TCMAs, MMTDs, or TCEAs
respectively.
3. Means the level of service standards for non TRIP facilities may be set by local governments in accordance
with Rule 9J-5.0055, F.A.C.
4. It is recognized that certain roadways (i.e. constrained roadways) will not be expanded by the addition of
two or more through lanes for physical, environmental, or policy reasons. Constrained Roadways operating
efficiencies may be improved on by including turning, passing or other auxillary lanes. Bikeways, sidewalks,
landscaping, resurfacing and drainage improvements may be also included.
NOTE: Level of service letter designations are defined in the Department’s 2002 Quality/Level of Service
Handbook.

Source: Rule 14-94, F.A.C.
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Figure 8. 2015 – 2025 Major Road Network Cost Affordable Improvements
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Figure 9. 2005 – 2015 Major Road Network Cost Affordable Improvements
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Map 3. Transportation Concurrency Exception Area Map
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Map 4. Westshore TCEA Urban Redevelopment Area Detail Map
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Potable Water Element
Potable Water Overview

Consistent with Florida Administrative Code section 9J-5.011, the purpose of the Potable
Water Element is to assure that necessary public potable water facilities and services
correlate to the City’s future land use projections. “Potable water facilities” means a system
of structures designed to collect, treat, or distribute potable water, and include water wells,
treatment plants, reservoirs, and distribution mains.
The update of the Potable Water Element reflects not only the actions recommended in the
City’s Evaluation and Appraisal Report of 2006, but also the mandated updates required
by the Florida Statutes and the Florida Administrative Code.
The long term planning horizon for the actions contained in this element is the year
2025. The Element has been prepared through an intensive coordination with all Utilities
Departments, the Planning Department, and the Hillsborough County City-County
Planning Commission.

Potable Water Opportunities
The current planning period offers a great opportunity to:


Re-evaluate actual level of service. Considering the need for increasing water
conservation measures, and the analysis of recent trends of adjusted gross water
consumption over the last six years, the City has the opportunity to adjust the
water consumption level of service. Despite this adjustment, the City will continue
to rely on Tampa Bay Water to meet future demand. This action is addressed in
the new goals, objectives and policies section



Expand reclaimed water service.   The improvement and expansion of the
reclaimed water system is extremely important as a conservation effort. It is
expected that in 2025 the reclaimed water service will account for 90 percent of
the projected potable offset. Among the most recent actions taken by the City of
Tampa was Resolution 2007-752 of the City Council which reduced the reclaim
water rate to encourage more customers to connect into the system.



Continue education to increase conservation efforts. The City has conducted
numerous efforts through the Consumers Affairs Division to educate residents
within the potable water service area about responsible water usage. These
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activities will increase in the future as part of the conservation efforts.


Evaluate plan amendments more efficiently. The plan amendment process for
the City of Tampa Comprehensive Plan is regulated by the “Procedures Manual and
Fee Schedule for Amendments to the Tampa Comprehensive Plan” (Revised in December
15, 2005). The current method requires a staff review of the submitted plan
amendments that may impact the established level of service and concurrency
requirements for potable water. It is necessary to improve the process and
instruments to make this process more efficient, especially for all utility
departments.



Wellhead and Surface Water Protection. The City will follow the guidelines set
forth by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (Ch. 62-521 and 62302) in protecting the wellhead area and surface water bodies.

Potable Water Challenges
Some of the most important concerns identified for the planning period are:


Aging Infrastructure. The City of Tampa’s potable water mains are aging. The
City is updating its asset data to have a comprehensive inventory of the replacement
and rehabilitation needs. It is estimated that approximately 3,000 segments from
2” to 8” are in need of replacement. The majority of the aging infrastructure is
located in South Tampa, Westshore, and Ybor City which are targeted as
redevelopment areas. Aging infrastructure requires frequent maintenance to
avoid health related issues due to potable main corrosion and an increase in water
transmission losses within the system. The City will support the replacing of the
aging infrastructure based upon a
new schedule of water rates
established through the resolution
2007-753. The resolution establishes
a schedule of 5 year rate increases
from 2007 to 2011. The concern of
aging infrastructure is also faced
by other utility departments, such
as Wastewater and Stormwater,
within the City of Tampa, due to
the age of the City and historic
development patterns.
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Water supply and limited withdrawal. It is expected that there will be an
increase in the demand for potable water due to an additional 202,000 people that
are projected to be served with potable water in 2025. The estimated demand for
the system is projected to be 30 percent higher than the current withdrawal
permits from the established raw water sources. The City’s conservation projects
will play an important role in reducing this deficit. Additional capacity to satisfy
the potential growth will be available from Tampa Bay Water.



Water Pressure: Aging infrastructure together with increased redevelopment
and infill development has reduced water pressure in some areas of the City. The
Water Department will evaluate the feasibility of developing a water pressure
level of service standard to identify deficiencies and future needs and to produce
a financially feasible schedule of capital improvements.

Potable Water Goals, Objectives and Policies
Goal 49:

To provide a reliable, efficient and cost-effective water system which delivers the adequate quantity and quality of water to satisfy domestic, industrial, commercial, institutional, agricultural and fire protection purposes
without compromising the sustainability of the City’s water resources.

Objective 49.1: To appropriately plan for the City’s Water Facilities to address current
and future demands.
Policy 49.1.1:

The City of Tampa shall identify, evaluate, and select the most cost–
effective means of ensuring an adequate water supply including surface water supply, maximizing reclaimed water use, demand reduction,
conservation, and peak saving through system integration, and sensible
purchase of treated water from Tampa Bay Water.

Policy 49.1.2:

Ensure that the City of Tampa’s Water Facilities are planned in a consistent manner with the City’s Comprehensive Plan, especially with the Urban Design and Land Use Element and other infrastructure elements.

Policy 49.1.3:

Ensure that the City of Tampa’s Water Facilities are planned with the
actions defined within the Regional Water Supply Plan prepared by the
Southwest Florida Water Management District.

Objective 49.2: To ensure that the Potable Water System has adequate facilities maintenance and capacity to satisfy the existing and projected demand.
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Policy 49.2.1:

Continue to provide regular inspection and preventive maintenance
for the water facilities as required.

Policy 49.2.2:

City of Tampa’s water treatment facilities shall supply water which
meets all applicable federal, state, regional and local standards.

Policy 49.2.3:

The City of Tampa shall develop and maintain an aggressive rehabilitation and replacement program directed at the older portions of the utility’s existing system.

Policy 49.2.4:

The City of Tampa will continue to monitor current and future developments and will determine required improvements to accommodate
these developments.

Policy 49.2.5:

Provide treated water to the water distribution system at adequate volume and sufficient pressure to satisfy the demands of the water consumer.

Objective 49.3: To assure that adequate Levels of Service are provided by water facilities within the Water Service Area for existing and future populations
through the year 2025.
Policy 49.3.1:

The following Level of Service standards have been established for the
City of Tampa and shall be used in determining the availability of facility capacity and demand created by new development:
a. Maintain raw water sources as permitted by the Southwest Florida
Water Management District and provide treated water to provide
a minimum gross per capita daily water use of 125 gallons on the
yearly average and maintain adjusted gross per capita water use of
110 gallons per person per day on the yearly average. Additional
capacity to the City’s withdrawal permit to meet this level of service
is available through Tampa Bay Water (TBW) as specified in the
existing Interlocal agreement in 1998.
b. Maintain the potable water production capacity at the David L.
Tippin Water Treatment Facility of 120 mgd as permitted by the
Department of Environmental Protection. Additional treatment
capacity is available through Tampa Bay Water as specified in the
existing Interlocal agreement in 1998.
c. Provide a firm finished water pumping capacity to provide a minimum
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of 146 gallons per person per day, plus a system wide fire reserve as
recommended by the Insurance Services Office.
Objective 49.4: To improve the efficiency of the City’s water conservation and demand
reduction programs in order to reduce per capita consumption of potable water.
Policy 49.4.1:

The City of Tampa shall continue its program to research, develop and
promote efficient, economically feasible and environmentally sensitive
water use and conservation techniques and promote their implementation.

Policy 49.4.2:

The City of Tampa shall continue to reduce potable water consumption
by water conservation rates, conservation codes, operational measures,
rebate and plumbing retrofit programs, landscape and irrigation efficiency programs, educational initiatives, research and evaluation, and
reuse alternatives.

Policy 49.4.3:

The City of Tampa shall encourage the use of the lowest quality water
reasonably available, which is environmentally safe and suitable to a
given use, in order to reduce the unnecessary use of potable water. The
City shall improve its water conservation efforts to include a water reuse
component which includes the reuse of stormwater, treated effluent or
other sources, as feasible.

Policy 49.4.4:

To support the City’s long term sustainability, the use of reclaimed water
will be expanded in order to reduce the demand for potable water.

Policy 49.4.5:

The City will expand its distribution of reclaimed water to new development to encourage its sustainability.

Policy 49.4.6:

The City will expand its distribution of reclaimed water to industry to
be used for irrigation, flushing, cooling water and other industrial operations.

Objective 49.5: To maintain equitable and financially sound fees and rate structures to
support fiscal and capital programs necessary to sustain and develop
adequate potable water system facilities.
Policy 49.5.1:

The potable water system shall be a self-sustaining, utility enterprise,
and the Water Department’s fees, rates and charges shall be based on
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sound economic and engineering practices.
Policy 49.5.2:

The Water Department fees, rates and charges shall cover all system operating costs, programmed projects in the Capital Improvements Element (CIE) and estimated funds for emergency repairs.

Policy 49.5.3:

Charges for potable water system usage shall reflect all operation costs
consistent with the amount of water demanded by each system user.

Policy 49.5.4:

Explore local, state and federal grants to help to finance the Water Department’s programs.

Policy 49.5.5:

To annually monitor whether the costs of acquiring, interconnecting
and upgrading the facilities to current standards will be offset by the
existing and projected rate base of the utility.

Objective 49.6: To prioritize and schedule major water facilities improvements as a
component of the capital improvement program.
Policy 49.6.1:

The City of Tampa shall implement the Five-Year Water System Capital Improvement Program (CIP) which shall be updated annually and
amended as appropriate.

Policy 49.6.2:

Evaluation for funding and scheduling within the CIP should be in accordance with the following criteria:
a. Improvements which are necessary to protect the health, safety and
environmental integrity of the City.
b. Improvements which are necessary to meet existing deficiencies in
capacity or performance or reliability.
c. Cost-effective improvements
to expand capacity maximize
operational efficiency and
increase productivity.
d. Improvements to optimize use
of existing facilities and raw
water sources.

Objective 49.7: To coordinate and cooperate with
all City Departments as well as
with state and federal agencies to
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insure a safe and sufficient water supply to be provided at a cost-effective rate.
Policy 49.7.1:

Coordinate with other City departments on planning capital improvements projects in order to reduce costs and promote efficient use of resources.

Policy 49.7.2:

The City of Tampa shall continue to participate and assist Tampa Bay
Water, the Southwest Florida Water Management District and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency in developing innovative techniques
to augment existing water supplies to provide for future needs.

Capital Improvement Projects
Current deficiencies are annually prioritized by the Water Department to be included in
the Capital Improvement Program. The table below presents the major potable water
project groups to be completed from 2008-2012. The estimated total cost of capital facility
improvements is approximately $370 million dollars. General CIP project category
encompasses small sized capital improvement projects, which includes new service
connection related projects such as water main extensions and replacement of old service
lines.
The Minimum Flows of the Lower Hillsborough River projects include projects targeted to
meet minimum flow requirements. The Downtown and South Tampa CIAC (Contribution
in Aid of Construction) Transmission Main project has been implemented to improve
existing deficiencies in pressure in Downtown and South Tampa area and meet the future
development demands within the region. A new transmission system will be installed from
DLT plant through downtown and into South Tampa. The development/redevelopment
in this area is occurring sooner than expected and will continue to intensify in the future.
The project is scheduled to be completed by Fiscal Year 2010 and ready for the anticipated
growth in the region.
The DLT Plant is expected to be expanded so that its firm treatment capacity can be
maintained at 120 mgd.  Two of the projects in achieving this objective is to maximize
efficiency of water withdraw from the Hillsborough River Reservoir by construction of
new raw water intake structure, capable of pumpage at lower reservoir elevation by FY 2013
and to develop alternative algae control strategies for the Hillsborough River Reservoir by
FY 2008.
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These projects are expected to be funded under a new rate schedule approved by the City
of Tampa City Council (see Capital Improvement Projects Map below).

Table 8. Major Capital Improvement Projects 2008-2013
Projects

FY2008

FY2009

FY2010

FY2012

FY2013

Total

Genral CIP

$ 6,505,075

$ 6,600,000

$ 6,600,000

$

$ 6,600,000

$ 6,600,000

$ 39,505,075

Minimum Flow Projects
for Lower Hillsborough
River

$

190,150

$ 1,630,500

$ 10,101,000

$ 28,440,000

$

-

$

-

$ 40,361,650

Reclaimed Water
Expansion

$ 7,797,100

$ 16,109,260

$ 1,110,000

$ 25,634,000

$

-

$

-

$ 50,650,360

Pipes & Plant Repair
and Rehabilitation
Projects

$ 21,700,000

$ 30,877,000

$ 37,400,000

$ 44,470,000

$ 48,495,000

South Tampa Downtown
$ 17,252,875
Transmission Main CIAC

$ 23,431,460

$ 15,789,637

$ 53,445,200

$ 78,648,220

$ 71,000,637

Total

FY2011
6,600,000

$ 182,942,000

$ 56,473,972
$ 105,144,000

$ 55,095,000

$ 6,600,000

$ 369,933,057

Source: City of Tampa Water Department
Contribution in AID of construction (CIAC) projects are to be funded with commercial papers from CIAC fees and new redevelopment in CIAC area

Map 5. Potable Water and Capital Improvement Projects
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Wastewater Element
Wastewater Overview

Consistent with Florida Administrative Code section 9J-5.011, the purpose of the Sanitary
Sewer (Wastewater) Element is to assure that necessary public sanitary sewer facilities
and services correlate to the City’s future land
use projections. Sanitary sewer facilities “mean
structures or systems designed for the
collection, transmission, treatment, or disposal
of sewage and include trunk mains,
interceptors, treatment plants and disposal
systems.” For the purpose of this document
the Sanitary Sewer Element should be
understood as Wastewater Element.
The update of the Wastewater Element reflects
not only the actions recommended in the City’s Evaluation and Appraisal Report of
2006, but also the mandated updates required by the Florida Statutes and the Florida
Administrative Code.
The long term planning horizon for the actions contained in this element is the year
2025. The Element has been prepared through an intensive coordination with all Utilities
Departments, the Planning Department, and the Hillsborough County City-County
Planning Commission.

Wastewater Opportunities
Role of the Developer in the Provision of Wastewater Facilities “Pay as you grow” and
other policies may assist the Department with their concurrency requirements by placing
some of the responsibility for capital expenditures on developers. Using this approach,
the City will require developers to construct the improvements and upgrades to existing
collection facilities necessary to provide wastewater service to a proposed development.

Wastewater Challenges
Aging Infrastructure: Many of the City of Tampa’s wastewater collection facilities are
aging. Approximately half (49%) of the existing collection mains were constructed prior to
1970 and a quarter (28%) of them were constructed prior to 1950. The majority of the aging
infrastructure is located in South Tampa, West Tampa, and Ybor City. Aging infrastructure
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requires frequent maintenance to repair leaks and breaks which create the potential for
risks to the environment and public health. For example, wastewater overflows have
occurred in some sections of the City’s collection system during heavy rains that resulted
in the discharge of raw sewage into surface waters.
The concern of aging infrastructure is also faced by other utility departments, such as
Potable Water and Stormwater, due to the age of the City and historic development patterns.
In order to address this problem, the City will need to plan to replace and rehabilitate
aging infrastructure in order to reduce maintenance costs and ensure the efficiency of the
system.

Wastewater Goals, Objectives and Policies
Goal 50:

To provide reliable and efficient collection, transmission, and treatment of
all wastewater discharged into the City’s wastewater collection system in a
manner that protects the public’s health and safety and the existing natural
resources.

Objective 50.1: To ensure that wastewater facilities are in place to accommodate new
development and population growth within the Wastewater Department’s service area.
Policy 50.1.1:

City will monitor development and will determine
improvements to accommodate these developments.

Policy 50.1.2:

The City will provide for
the extension of gravity
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sewers, force mains, and neighbor collection systems when requested
and paid for by the property owner(s).
Policy 50.1.3:

The City shall require developers to provide on-site and off-site improvements needed to connect to the City wastewater system when new
projects are proposed. The developer will be required to pay all costs to
design and construct these improvements.

Policy 50.1.4:

The City shall require developers to construct or share in the cost of
wastewater infrastructure improvements when adequate capacity in the
current system is not available.

Policy 50.1.5:

The City shall require all new developments with the City limits to apply for wastewater service prior to issuance of building permits. Wastewater facilities required for the development must be in place prior to
the issuance of certificate of occupancy.

Policy 50.1.6:

Annually, the City will update and project facility demand and capacity
information based on approved commitments for wastewater service.

Objective 50.2: To ensure that the Wastewater collection system has adequate maintenance and capacity to accommodate existing and future demands.
Policy 50.2.1:

The level of service for the collection system is as follows:
Table 9. Level of Service for Wastewater Collection System
District

Capacity (mgd)

Interbay

40.5

Central

50.0

West River

57.0

Main Outlet

32.5

S.E.& Causeway

32.0

Policy 50.2.2:

Provide regular inspection and preventative maintenance of all wastewater collection facilities including pumping stations, main trunks,
transmission lines, interceptors, etc.

Policy 50.2.3:

Repair and replace deteriorated lines and manholes as needed to pre-
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vent the interruption of the transmission of wastewater.
Policy 50.2.4:

The replacement of wastewater collection facilities shall be prioritized
according to the following categories:
 Immediately repair pumping stations that have failed and sewer
lines, which have collapsed causing an interruption of service, or
have the potential for causing overflows. In this category priority will
be first given to pumping stations and lines which are responsible
for conveying the most flow (i.e., trunk & interceptors), then to the
smaller pumping stations and smaller diameter neighborhood
collector lines. Bypass pumping or bypass lines will be used to
maintain uninterrupted service until the line can be repaired.
 Large pumping stations and large diameter trunk and interceptor
lines which are nearing the end of their useful life as determined
by routine inspection and repair records would be targeted for
total replacement or rehabilitation and placed on the 5 year Capital
Improvement Program/Capital Improvement Element (CIP/CIE) list.
 Small pumping stations and neighborhood collection lines which
are nearing the end of their useful life as determined by routine
inspection and repair records would be targeted for total replacement
or rehabilitation and placed on the 5 year CIP/CIE list.

Objective 50.3: To maintain the Howard F. Curren Advanced Wastewater Treatment
(AWT) Plant at an acceptable level of service.
Policy 50.3.1:

The level of service for the treatment plant is set by the permitted discharge limits as follows:
 Allowed concentrations for the discharged treated water are .000042
lbs/gallon/day of Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD);
 .000042 lbs/gallon/day of Suspended Solids (SS); and,
 .000025 lbs/gallon/day total nitrogen up to a maximum of 4,003
pounds of BOD, 4,003 of Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and 2,402 lbs
of Nitrogen per day.

Policy 50.3.2:

Annually monitor the performance of the established level of service
and capacity of the Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant.

Policy 50.3.3:

To support the City’s long term sustainability, the City will seek ways to
expand its reclaimed water production and distribution.

Policy 50.3.4:

Meet the Grizzle-Figg Statute (Section 403.086 F.S.) and all other state
and federal laws regarding the treatment and disposal of wastewater.
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Policy 50.3.5:

Provide regular inspection and preventative maintenance of treatment
plant equipment and facilities.

Policy 50.3.6:

Repair and replace deteriorated equipment and equipment that is nearing the end of its useful life as needed to provide sufficient treatment of
wastewater.

Policy 50.3.7:

Dewater and dispose of sludge in the most cost effective and environmentally acceptable manner as possible.

Capital Facility Needs
A description, location, and costs estimate for 4 major wastewater improvement projects
that are expected to be completed within the planning period are listed below. The total
cost of these improvements is approximately $10,000,000 dollars. The map below shows
the locations of the planned Wastewater Capital Improvement Projects.
Table 10. Wastewater Capital Improvements Projects
Project Name

Cross Creek
Boulevard FM
Upgrade

District

Project Description

Estimated Costs

Central District

Project replaces the existing 18-inch force main with a
24-inch force main; Project will be completed with City's $
roadway widening project

Central District

Project provides for the installation of a 24-inch force
main from the gravity system in 22nd Street to Skipper
Rd. This project is part of the Bruce B. Downs Relief
Force Main and will be constructed during Hillsborough
County's roadway widening of 22nd Street.

$

850,000.00

Kinnan Pump Station
Central District
Upgrade

Project upgrades existing pumping station to provide
capacity for new developments in the area

$

2,300,000.00

Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Force Main Upgrades Central District
(Segments B/C)

Project provides for the replacement of the existing 18inch and 24-inch force mains with a 30-inch force main.
$
Project will be completed with Hillsborough County
roadway widening project

5,000,000.00

Bruce B. Downs
Relief Force Main

Project provides for the installation of a 24-inch force
main along Bruce B. Downs and Skipper Rd. to divert
$
flow from 37th Street trunk sewer to the trunk sewer on
22nd Street

2,100,000.00

22nd Street FM
Extension

Central District

Total
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Map 6. Wastewater Capital Improvement Projects 2006-2010
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Stormwater Management Element
Stormwater Management Overview

Consistent with Florida Administrative Code section 9J-5.011, the purpose of the Stormwater
Element is to assure that necessary public stormwater facilities and services correlate to the
City’s future land use projections. Drainage facilities
or stormwater management facilities means a system
of man-made structures designed to collect, convey,
hold, divert or discharge stormwater, and includes
stormwater sewers, canals, detention structures, and
retention structures.
The update of the Stormwater Element reflects
not only the actions recommended in the City’s
Evaluation and Appraisal Report of 2006, but also the mandated updates required by the
Florida Statutes and the Florida Administrative Code.
The long term planning horizon for the actions contained in this element is the year
2025. The Element has been prepared through an intensive coordination with all Utilities
Departments, the Planning Department, and the Hillsborough County City-County
Planning Commission.

Stormwater Management Opportunities

The following have been identified as opportunities that this planning update could bring
to improve the City’s stormwater system:




The evaluation of the regionalization of the stormwater system by basin, subbasins, etc.;
The evaluation to improve the actual level of service structure;
Continue the development of Basin Studies to determine deficiencies and identify
the projects needed to met concurrency and
maintains the level of service; and
 Revising and updating the Public and Private
Standards Manual with recommendations.

Stormwater Management Challenges

One of the main issues identified within this planning
update is the aging stormwater infrastructure
facilities in Downtown and South Tampa. Over the
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years, these areas have become subject to new developments with no replacement of the
original infrastructure system (pipes, boxes and inlets/manholes). South Tampa main
lines were built in the 1920s, along with substantial portions of Downtown. Areas such
as Ybor City and Hyde Park (Spanish Town Creek), present age related problems. In
addition, serious flooding problems occur due to undersized and inadequately distributed
infrastructure in the following areas:
 Dale Mabry Highway near Neptune Street;
 Cleveland Street near Clark Street;
 Westshore Boulevard near Cypress Street;
 North of Gandy Boulevard near Alline/Asbury Street;
 Western portion of the Interbay Peninsula;
 Eastern Ybor City;
 Grant Park; and
 East Tampa South of I-4.
Another issue to be considered is monitoring redevelopment activities at the sub-basin level
affecting stormwater loads. The current permit structure requires mitigation measures for
impervious areas over 3,000 square feet per site. Those developments greater than 10,000
square feet must have full pre-post treatment and attenuation. These requirements still
allow a slow increase in unmitigated impervious area over time. However, consideration
must be given to create a mechanism to monitor all redevelopment activities by stormwater
planning areas (sub-basins) to evaluate cumulative impacts and ensure the maintenance
of appropriate level of services.
Lastly, meeting the proposed Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) requirements for
water quality will have unknown financial impacts. Under Section 303(d) of the federal
Clean Water Act and the Florida Watershed Restoration Act, Total Maximum Daily Loads
must be developed for all water bodies that are defined as “impaired” or unable to meet
their designated use (i.e., drinking, swimming, habitat, etc.).
Several waterbodies within the City Limits, including a segment of the Hillsborough River
have been identified on the Verified List of Impaired Water for the Tampa Bay Tributaries Basin.
A TMDL has already been set for fecal coliform for Water Body Identification (WBID)
number 1443E of the Hillsborough River and we expect several other segments to have
TMDLs established over the next few years.
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Table 11. TMDL Components for WBID 1443E of the Hillsborough River
WLA
Parameter

TMDL
(percent
reduction)

Fecal Coliform

51.2%

Wastewater
(colonies/day)

NPDES
Stormwater
(percent
reduction)

3.34E9

51.2%

LA
(percent
reduction)

MOS

51.2%

Implicit

Source: Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Water Resource
Management, Bureau of Watershed Management. Total and Fecal Coliform TMDLs For
Hillsborough River, WBID 1443 E

As part of the FDEP’s watershed-based management approach, the next phase in the TMDL
program requires the development of a Basin Management Action Plan (BMAP) for the
waterbody and its basin. These action plans will be developed in coordination with the
Hillsborough County Environmental Protection Commission (EPC), Southwest Florida
Water Management District (SWFWMD), City of Tampa, and other stakeholders. These
plans will identify steps needed to reduce loadings, including appropriate allocations
among affected parties, load reduction activities, timetables, funding sources, local
ordinances, water quality standards, permits, and monitoring activities.
Practices affecting the City of Tampa stormwater and wastewater departments may
include reducing and treating urban stormwater runoff through stormwater retrofit, septic
tank replacement, or reducing pollutant loadings from permitted discharges. These steps
will, in all probability, be followed by capital improvements in following years as more
information becomes available.

Stormwater Management Goals, Objectives and Policies
Goal 51:

Provide a stormwater system which protects life, property and the natural
environment.

Objective 51.1: By 2020, provide a stormwater system for 98% of the City that prevents
structural flooding for the 1% or 100-year, 24-hour (volumetric) storm.
Policy 51.1.1:

Determine the ability of the City’s stormwater system to protect structures from the 1% (100-year, 24-hour) storm.
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Policy 51.1.2:

Master Drainage Plans shall be formulated to provide a minimum of
Level C service during the 100-year, 24-hour storm

Objective 51.2: Implement a capital improvement plan to improve flood control and
water quality.
Policy 51.2.1:

Plans for addressing intensity-sensitive structural flooding problems
will be checked against the 100-year (1%) intensity for potential impacts.

Policy 51.2.2:

Identify remaining critical storm flooding problems and develop plans
for addressing them.

Policy 51.2.3:

Continue to develop prioritization system based on project costs and
benefit.

Policy 51.2.4:

Priority for capital expenditures will be given to existing facility deficiencies first, replacement of facilities second and future facility needs
third.

Policy 51.2.5:

The Department will maintain and update the Stormwater Needs Identification methodology to develop its Capital Improvement Program.

Objective 51.3: Always coordinate the extension of or an increase in the size of major
stormwater conveyance systems with other utility organizations utilizing the same right-of-way or easement, and with other drainage organizations that may be responsible for, or share in the utilization of the
improved system.
Policy 51.3.6:

Continue to use the existing coordinating system between the City’s
Transportation Division, Water Department, Sanitary Sewer Department, private development and the Stormwater Management Division
for all planned significant projects.

Policy 51.3.7:

Coordinate with the Florida Department of Transportation on future
capital improvements which that agency will be implementing.

Policy 51.3.8:

Coordinate with other utilities and private development.

Goal 52:

Provide adequate stormwater facilities to continue the improvements in the
quality of receiving waters.
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Objective 52.1: Development and redevelopment in the City will be regulated to minimize or eliminate negative off-site water quality impacts.
Policy 52.1.1:

Construction will be regulated to ensure silt and sediment is contained
on site to lessen impacts on receiving waters.

Policy 52.1.2:

Stormwater management for development and redevelopment in the
City will be regulated by standards at least equal to SWFWMD Chapters 40D-4, 40D-40 and 40D-400 and the Department of Environmental
Protection.

Policy 52.1.3:

For projects on sites greater than 10,000 square feet, stormwater regulations will require treatment and attenuation for the entire site for new development and from the area of new construction for redevelopment.

Objective 52.2: Decrease pollutant loadings from existing stormwater management systems to ensure continued recovery of the receiving waters.
Policy 52.2.1:

The City shall participate in Basin Management Action Plans for waters
within its boundaries issued Total Maximum Daily Loads.

Policy 52.2.2:

Vacating petitions will be reviewed giving consideration for the potential of the implementation of stormwater treatment facilities at the site.

Policy 52.2.3:

Continue to cooperate with the development community and other
agencies in implementing water quality improvement projects.

Goal 53:

Protect groundwater resources from degradation by stormwater.

Objective 53.1: By 2015 address stormwater management in basins which depend upon
sinkhole discharge.
Policy 53.1.1:

Retrofit quality controls on those stormwater systems discharging into
designated aquifers where economically feasible and of significant benefit.

Policy 53.1.2:

Continue to ensure no new untreated discharge into existing sinkholes.

Policy 53.1.3:

Areas added to the contributing basins of sinkholes will be treated to at
least the level required for Class I waterbodies.

Goal 54:

Ensure existing stormwater facilities are operating at optimal capacity.
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Objective 54.1: Continue to improve the regular stormwater facility maintenance program.
Policy 54.1.1:

Continue to obtain maintenance easements for existing systems which
lack them to allow for mechanical maintenance.

Policy 54.1.2:

Continue to remove accumulated sediments from retention and detention ponds to allow continued use of these facilities.

Policy 54.1.3:

Continue to remove silt and vegetation from ditches and storm sewers
to ensure design capacity is maintained.

Policy 54.1.4:

By 2011, stormwater system administration, operation and maintenance shall be self-sustaining, with rates based on sound economic and
engineering principles.

Objective 54.2: Critical stormwater facilities will be inspected to determine their need
for replacement or rehabilitation.
Policy 54.2.5:

Develop an inspection program for older storm sewers greater than
36” in diameter or which drain more than 50 acres in order to correct
deficiencies before they become serious problems.

Policy 54.2.6:

Place pumping stations on a rehabilitation schedule.

Goal 55:

Ensure that existing stormwater facilities are capable of meeting the projected demand by limiting the impact of new development.

Objective 55.1: Ensure development does not lower the service level of the City’s system or create additional pollutant loading.
Policy 55.1.1:

Design of stormwater management facilities shall be based on the criteria established in the Stormwater Management Technical Standards
Manual.

Policy 55.1.2:

New development which exceeds 50% impervious will be regulated to
ensure its post-development runoff to City systems does not exceed the
pre-developed discharge volume and/or rate to ensure the level of service of the existing stormwater system is not compromised.

Policy 55.1.3:

City stormwater quality standards for new and redevelopment will be
based upon F.A.C. 62-40.432 (4) [State Water Policy]. The quality stan-
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dard for existing stormwater management systems will be the quality
of existing flows.

Capital Facility Needs
As previously stated, projects are planned based on the known list of flooding areas and
prioritized by using a standard rating methodology and then included in the Capital
Improvement Facility List. Appendix C presents a detailed description of the location,
nature, and budget for 41 stormwater management projects to be completed from 20062011. The total of capital facility improvements is about $130 million dollars. The map
below shows the approximate location of these projects.
Map 7. Stormwater Proposed Capital Improvement Projects
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Table 12. Inventory of Outfalls for Basins Greater Than 50 Acres
Basin
Number

Name

Type

Water

Atlas Page

Area

1

Spanishtown Creek

3-4.5X8 B.C.

HB

I-12

538.1

2

Rome Avenue Outfall

48” RCP

HB

J-11

168.6

3

Palma Ceia

2-60”RCP,4X8 BC

HB

K-10

707.1

4

Granada

54” RCP

HB

J-10

145.5

6

Euclid

2-6’*5’ B.C

HB

L-10

373.2

7

Alline/Asbury

8’*4’ C.B

HB

L-10

288.7

8

Conley

6’*4’ BOX

HB

N-11

419.9

9

Averill Avenue

8.3’*4.3’ B.C

HB

N-10

363.8

10

N Of Helen

3’*4’ B.C

HB

N-10

228.2

11

South Of Shelton

2-3’*4’ C.B

HB

N-10

364.1

12

15th Street

2-5*6 B.C

HB

F-13

568.8

13

14th Street

2-72” RCP

LHR

I-13

391.5

15

29th St

3-10’*6.25’ B.C

MB

F-15

1971

16

34th Street Outfall

2-48” RCP

MB

G-15

450.2

17

37th Street

8’*8’ C.B

MB

H-15

79.08

18

43rd Street

2-8’*7’ B.C

MB

G-15

1221

19

50th Street

2-5’*8’ C.B

MB

G-17

1537

21

Canal St

36”RCP & 48”CMP

OTB

O-7

477.1

22

Renellie/Westshore

4’*2’ BOX

OTB

M-9

696.1

23

Montgomery

4’*10’ C.B

OTB

M-8

165.8

24

Wyoming

48” RCP

OTB

M-9

228.6

25

Tyson

30” RCP

OTB

M-9

187.2

26

Gandy

2-4’*9’ B.C

OTB

L-10

887.4

27

Lawn

5’*3’ B.C

OTB

L-8

138.4

28

Flamingo

60” RCP

OTB

K-9

416.2

29

Bay Villa

4.8’*3.5’ B.C

OTB

K-8

89.55

30

Spring Lake

2-4’*5’ C.B

OTB

K-9

419.9

31

Bay To Bay

8.8’*4.8’ B.C

OTB

K-9

171.3

32

Cedar Channel

2-9.8’*4.8’ B.C

OTB

K-9

534.6

33

Bayway Dr

2-60” CMP

OTB

J-8

1103

34

Woodmere

5’*15’ B.C

OTB

I-9

151.7

35

Cleveland St

2-7’*6’ B.C

OTB

I-9

523.6

36

Lemon St

3-11’*4’

OTB

I-7

1088

37

Lois St @ Boyscout

8’*7’ B.C

OTB

G-10

552.7

38

N/S “B” (Fish Creek)

2-36” RCP

OTB

F-8

292.9

39

Osborne @ Westshore

2-36” RCP

OTB

F-8

56.53

40

Coolidge (Henry D)

3’*6’ C.B

OTB

F-8

76.65

41

Lois (Henry Ditch)

4’*10’ C.B

OTB

E-9

193.7

42

Hale (Henry Ditch)

11’*4.5’ C.B

OTB

G-9

351.5

43

Henry Ditch

2-10’*7’

OTB

G-9

1050
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Basin Number

Name

Type

Water

Atlas Page

Area

44

50th Street

48”

UHR

D-16

76.36

45
46

Renfrew
30th Street

2-8’*9’
72”

UHR
UHR

C-16
C-14

797.7
413.3

47

Sligh

42”

UHR

F-15

496.8

49

40th Street-Henry & 43rd

66”

UHR

E-15

121.5

50

Orangewood

66” RCP

UHR

E-14

386

51

Rowlett Park Dr Ditch

DITCH

LHR

F-14

618.7

52

18th Street

2-72”

LHR

F-13

562.9

53

Taliaferro

42” RCP

LHR

D-12

73.94

55

Broad Street

36” RCP

LHR

D-12

60.64

58

Sligh

42”

LHR

E-12

95.84

59

W North

8’*3.9’

LHR

E-12

176.9

60

Hillsborough Ave

7x4

LHR

E-13

883.1

62

Violet St. Outfall

2-54” RCP

LHR

G-12

340.9

64

Munroe Ditch

53”X83” RCP

LHR

G-12

104

66

Buffalo

48”

LHR

G-12

124.2

67

Glenwood

3-60”

LHR

H-12

564.2

68

Ola

48”

LHR

H-12

74.33

70

I-275

6.5’x8’

LHR

H-12

176.2

71

Cass

72”

LHR

I-12

65.67

74

Jackson

13x6’

LHR

I-13

110.3

75

26th Street

4’x4’

LHR

D-14

167.8

76

Ogontz

60”

LHR

D-13

129.3

77

Brooks

50”

LHR

D-13

153.6

78

9th Street

2-60”

LHR

D-13

162.3

80

I-275

78”

LHR

D-12

856.8

82

Sitka

6’x6’

LHR

D-12

851.0

83

Whatley

10’x6’

LHR

D-12

723.8

84

Lowry Park Ditch

DITCH

LHR

E-10

433.4

85

Jean

48”/DITCH

LHR

E-11

70.54

86

Hanna

66”

LHR

E-11

204.3

87

Powhattan

76”48”

LHR

E-11

135.7

88

Forest Hill

3’x3”

LHR

F-11

137

89

Blann Dr

DITCH/ 38x60”

LHR

F-11

51.51

90

Buffalo

14x6.5’

LHR

F-11

909.3

91

Tampa Bay

2-60” RCP

LHR

G-11

309.7

92

Braddock

36” RCP

LHR

G-11

51.85

93

Albany

10’x7’ B.C/DITC

LHR

H-11

490.5

94

St. Louis

66”

LHR

H-11

143.3

95

Willow

65x40”

LHR

H-11

126.2

96

I-275

36x48”

LHR

H-12

81.54

97

Cypress

8x4’

LHR

H-12

359.3

113

I-275(Frankland)

42” RCP

OTB

I-8

59.75

116

Garden St. O/F

7X4/3X6/24”

HB

H-16

203.7
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Basin Number

Name

Type

Water

Atlas Page

Area

117
121
129

3-36” RCP
36” RCP
34X58 RCP

HB
UHR
UHR

I-13
CC-16
CC-17

70.40
200.4
55.09

29X45 RCP

UHR

BB-17

57.55

2.72” RCP

UHR

BB-18

68.37

48”

LHR

H-12

56.36

132

Corrine St. O/F
Tampa Palms Boulevard
Sanctuary Dr.(T.P.Unit 4a)
Stonington Dr.(Tpa Palm8a
Yardley Way

137

Estelle

130

139

39th St. O/F

42”

MB

H-15

64.65

145

Teco R/W

53”X85” RCP

UHR

AA-18

84.76
113.9

149

Sr 60, W. Of 56th St.

2-60” CMP

MB

H-16

151

Spruce @ Boyscout

2-60” CMP

OTB

H-9

232

152

34th Street

42” RCP

UHR

C-14

73.54

155

Rio Vista

42”/DITCH

LHR

E-11

55.60

162

Tampa Palms

42”

UHR

BB-16

69.11

168

Hills Corrections Basin

48” RCP

MB

H-17

153.9

169

6th Ave & Orient Basin

19”X30” RCP

MB

H-17

78.16

185

Folk Pl-Patterson St-Blume

30” RCP

LHR

D-13

67.51

190

Nebraska Ave-S. Of River

24” RCP

LHR

E-13

69.09

194

Hanlon St.

29x45

UHR

D-15

52.36

212

E. Of 30th St. @ Water Plt

30” RCP

UHR

D-14

51.75

213

Dam Keeper’s House

DITCH

UHR

D-14

103.10

60” RCP

257

Columbus

OTB

H-8

55.82

310

X-Town Expwy

MB

I-17

58.52

312

X-Town Expwy

MB

I-17

163.0

500

Old Tampa Bay

30” CMP

OTB

M-8

105.0

507

Old Tampa Bay

24” RCP

OTB

N-8

119.6

561

Elm Dr

42” RCP

UHR

A-15

440.2

569

N 30th Street

24” RCP

LHR

D-14

59.94

716
901
902

Arbor Green
Spectrum Blvd
Forest Hills Dr

36”
VARIOUS
VARIOUS

UHR
INTERNAL
INTERNAL

EE-21
A-15
B-12

62.13
88.93
150.6

903

Curiosity Creek

VARIOUS

INTERNAL

B-12

262.2

904

Jasmine Ave

VARIOUS

INTERNAL

C-13

159.5

906

E 113th AVE

30” RCP

INTERNAL

B-13

86.60

907

E 115th Ave

30” RCP

INTERNAL

B-13

116.3

908

N Club Court

VARIOUS

INTERNAL

C-13

364.7

909

E Serena Drive

48” RCP

INTERNAL

B-15

462.4

910

Floribraska

VARIOUS

INTERNAL

G-12

170.9

911

E 28th Ave

NONE

INTERNAL

G-16

60.69

912

Bruce B Down

36’RCP

INTERNAL

B-14

1053

913

N Ramona Circle

VARIOUS

INTERNAL

C-14

60.37

914

Jasmine/Poinsettia

54” RCP

INTERNAL

B-13

122.9

916

N Oregon Ave

8PVC

INTERNAL

B-11

90.20

918

N 47 Street

NONE

INTERNAL

F-15

101.3

922

Busch Oaks Street

18”

INTERNAL

C-16

50.44

1094

George J Bean Prwy

VARIES

OTB

H-8

2056

th
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Basin Number

Name

Type

Water

Atlas Page

Area

1096

Davis Islands

6’*5’ B.C

HB

K-12

57.98

1105

S 34th Street

3X18’ RCP

MB

I-16

72.09

1106

E 50th Street & X-Town
Expry

VARIES

MB

I-15

50.39

1108

E 14th Ave

2X15

MB

G-17

56.81

Source: City Of Tampa, 2007

Water/ District:
HB- Hillsborough Bay
LHR- Lower Hillsborough River
I- Internal
MB- McKay Bay
OTB- Old Tampa Bay
UHR- Upper Hillsborough River
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Solid Waste Element
Solid Waste Overview

Consistent with Florida Administrative Code section 9J-5.011, the purpose of the Solid
Waste Element is to assure that necessary public solid waste facilities and services
correlate to the City’s future land use projections. “Solid waste facilities” means structures
or systems designed for the collection, processing or disposal of solid wastes, including
hazardous wastes, and includes transfer stations, processing plants, recycling plants, and
disposal systems.
The update of the Solid Waste Element reflects not only the actions recommended in the
City’s Evaluation and Appraisal Report of 2006, but also the mandated updates required
by the Florida Statutes and the Florida Administrative Code.
The long term planning horizon for the actions contained in this element is the year
2025. The Element has been prepared through an intensive coordination with all Utilities
Departments, the Planning Department, and the Hillsborough County City-County
Planning Commission.

Solid Waste Opportunities

The following have been identified as opportunities within the 10-Year Department of
Solid Waste and Environmental Program Management Comprehensive Plan:
 Improving community awareness in waste management. Despite the current
efforts developed by the Department of Solid Waste and Environmental Program
Management such as displaying a comprehensive amount of information on the
web, preparing and distributing manuals and brochures, developing “in school
education programs for recycling”, etc. more resources need to be dedicated in this
area.
 Expanding current recycling programs. The City has done an excellent job on
promoting curbside recycling; however the program needs to be expanded to
apartment and condominium complexes, as well as businesses. Recycling has
become mandatory in some Florida cities. The City of Tampa may conduct a study
to evaluate the potential impacts of this alternative.
 Evaluating the financial feasibility of collecting waste for the New Tampa Area.
The current solid waste service area does not include the New Tampa area. The
Department of Solid Waste and Environmental Program Management is looking
to evaluate the impact of providing residential and commercial collection within
this area and letting the County keep the responsibility for the final disposal of
waste. The impacts of this action need to be evaluated, but certainly will make the
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solid waste service area more cohesive. This action assumes the incorporation of
approximately 42,481 residents with an additional waste generation of 138 tons per
day or 50,393 tons a year.
 Addressing long term disposal capacity to accommodate growth. According to the
solid waste capacity analysis, the City of Tampa will accommodate expected growth
until 2025. However, it is necessary to start developing a strategy to increase disposal
capacity within the next ten years. Growth within the City will be accommodated
through redevelopment and infill which will impact current disposal capacity.
By 2025, the City will have 17.4 percent of capacity left considering the current
population projections and generation of 6.5 pounds per person per day.

Solid Waste Challenges

One of the main issues that the Department of Solid Waste and Environmental Program
Management faces today is illegal dumping. Illegal dumping is disposal of waste in a nonpermitted area. Illegally dumped wastes are primarily non-hazardous materials that are
dumped to avoid either disposal fees or the time and effort required for proper disposal.
Areas used for illegal dumping may be easily accessible to people, especially children, who
are vulnerable to the physical (protruding nails or sharp edges) and chemical (harmful
fluids or dust) hazards posed by wastes. The health risk associated to illegal dumping are
significant. Despite the current City code prohibiting illegal dumping, additional efforts
should be made to improve the Solid Waste Code Enforcement Division.

Solid Waste Goals, Objectives and Policies
Goal 56:

To provide a long-term, cost-effective, and integrated solid waste management system designed to provide a safe and efficient solid waste collection
and disposal for the City’s designated service area.

Objective 56.1: To ensure the ability of the City’s waste management system to address
both short-term and long-term collection needs.
Policy 56.1.1:

The City of Tampa will update the Solid Waste 10-Year Comprehensive
Plan, which was adopted in FY2007/2008, every three years to ensure
that the department is reaching its goals.

Policy 56.1.2:

Ensure that the Solid Waste 10-Year Comprehensive Plan is consistent
with the livable city vision.

Policy 56.1.3:

The Department of Solid Waste and Environmental Program Management will participate on any Emergency Management Strategy in coor-
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dination with other City departments to direct both the preparation for
and course of action during tropical storms, hurricanes, or other natural
disasters.
Objective 56.2: The City of Tampa will maintain, monitor and maximize the use of facilities and equipment to ensure the adequate provision of solid waste
services.
Policy 56.2.1:

The City of Tampa will periodically assess the status and long-term efficacy of the major components of its integrated solid waste management
system. This report should address the following areas: waste collection
and disposal capacities, per capita waste generation rates, waste reduction goals and calculations, permit renewals, facilities and equipment
inventory and condition, and recommendations concerning the correction of any noted deficiencies through capital projects.

Policy 56.2.2:

The City of Tampa will monitor the performance of any contract operator within the solid waste management system (including the McKay
Bay Refuse-to-Energy Facility) relative to the respective operations contract and undertake appropriate actions to assure continued safe, efficient, and effective operation.

Objective 56.3: To adapt the City’s integrated solid waste management system to include progressive means of collection and disposal as technology becomes available.
Policy 56.3.1:

The City of Tampa will investigate, assess, and consider for implementation those solid waste management programs, technologies and facilities which can be shown to efficiently and effectively reduce the quantity of solid waste requiring disposal or improve the City’s existing solid
waste management system, in accordance with applicable federal and
state laws and regulations, and local ordinances.

Objective 56.4: The City of Tampa will obtain adequate treatment and disposal capacity
to meet existing and future demands.
Policy 56.4.1:

Monitor annually the performance and capacity of the City’s Solid Waste
facilities in comparison to established levels of service.

Policy 56.4.2:

The Level of Service (LOS) standard for the City of Tampa is 6.5 pounds
of solid waste per person per day not to exceed the total capacity of 1,633
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tons per day. This LOS standard shall be used as the basis to determine
the solid waste management infrastructure capacity needed to properly
manage solid wastes generated within the City of Tampa.
Objective 56.5: To maintain a sound fee structure to offset the costs of capital projects
and programs necessary to, sustain and develop an adequate solid waste
management system.
Policy 56.5.1:

The City of Tampa will develop, as needed, an evaluation of the solid
waste user fees.

Policy 56.5.2:

The City of Tampa will research and consider the implementation of a
volume-based “pay as you throw” program for residential collection to
encourage the reduction of waste and offset disposal costs.

Policy 56.5.3:

The City of Tampa will prioritize and schedule major solid waste
improvements as a component of the capital improvements program
(CIP) to insure that capacity is available at the time of development.
Improvements will be evaluated under the following criteria:
 Improvements which are necessary to protect the health, safety and
environmental integrity of the community;
 Improvements which are necessary to comply with the policies
of this Plan and applicable federal, state and county regulatory
requirements;
 Improvements which are necessary to meet existing deficiencies in
capacity or in performance. These include the retrofit of deteriorating
facilities which fail or threaten to fail to meet health, safety or
environmental standards;
 Improvements which promote the recycling or reuse of materials
prior to disposal;
 Improvements which have been identified in adopted functional
plans and address system details which are beyond the scope of the
comprehensive plan for solid waste and are consistent with the goals,
objectives and policies of the comprehensive plan; and
 Cost-effective improvements to expand capacity, maximize operational
efficiency, and increase productivity.

Objective 56.6: To provide for the safe and efficient collection of residential and commercial solid waste, and proper placement, in an aesthetically satisfactory manner within solid waste service areas.
Policy 56.6.1:

The City of Tampa will provide containerized residential collection ser-
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vice to all residential units.
Policy 56.6.2:

The City of Tampa will continue to expand fully automated collection
service in those areas constructed to permit automated service.

Policy 56.6.3:

The City of Tampa will provide commercial bin and compactor service
to those customers who are required by City ordinance to use such services.

Policy 56.6.4:

The City of Tampa will continue to research, consider, and implement
innovate methods to prevent the unauthorized and illegal disposal of
solid waste.

Policy 56.6.5:

The City of Tampa will maintain a drop-off site for its residential customers to deposit garden trash and household items.

Objective 56.7: To ensure that the City’s solid waste processing and disposal facilities
are operated so that they protect the public health, safety and environment.
Policy 56.7.1:

The City of Tampa will direct all processible (burnable) waste to the McKay Bay Refuse-to-Energy (RTE) Facility up to the facility’s capacity.

Policy 56.7.2:

The McKay Bay refuse-to-energy facility will process all waste which
enters the facilities over the scale at the McKay Bay facility, or that is
processed through the transfer station.

Policy 56.7.3:

The landfill shall receive those items that cannot be reused, composted,
recycled, or processed for volume reduction in a technologically reasonable and economically practical manner, as well as any waste that
exceeds the capacity of the RTE facility.

Objective 56.8: To coordinate and cooperate with appropriate county, state, regional,
and federal agencies in implementing or extending the solid waste programs.
Policy 56.8.1:

The City of Tampa will coordinate the management of solid waste with
Hillsborough County in an effort to reduce landfill demand pursuant to
the Florida Waste Management Act.

Policy 56.8.2:

The City of Tampa will coordinate solid waste programs and service
provision with other utilities departments.
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Goal 57:

To reduce the volume of solid waste sent to the landfill in order to maintain
public health, environmental quality, and land use compatibility.

Objective 57.1: To meet the waste reduction goals set forth in the Solid Waste’s 10-Year
Comprehensive Plan prepared by the Department of Solid Waste and
Environmental Program Management.
Policy 57.1.1:

The Department of Solid Waste and Environmental Program Management will implement the waste reduction methods described in its 10Year Comprehensive Plan to meet the following waste reduction goals
using a baseline per capita disposal rate of 1.16 tons/person/year:
Table 13. Solid Waste Reduction Goals
Year

Reduction
Goal

Target Disposal
Rate

FY 2012/2013

5 percent

1.10 tons/person/
year

FY 2017/2018

12 percent

1.02 tons/person/
year

Objective 57.2: To separate and recycle materials easily retrieved from the waste stream
and distinct loads such as yard waste and white goods.
Policy 57.2.1:

The City of Tampa will continue to provide curbside household recycling service to all single family, residential customers.

Policy 57.2.2:

The City of Tampa will consider pilot programs to improve recycling
rates (e.g., adding types of materials to the curbside collection program,
creating recycling drop-off centers, etc.)

Policy 57.2.3:

The City of Tampa will coordinate with multi-family and condominium
complexes to encourage recycling activities.

Policy 57.2.4:

The City of Tampa will continue to seek out and utilize grants for local
governments from the State of Florida Department of Environmental
Protection to initiate and maintain waste recycling and separation programs.

Policy 57.2.5:

The City of Tampa will research and consider recycling ash products
from the McKay Bay Refuse-to-Energy Facility.
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Objective 57.3: To reduce municipally generated solid waste generation by implementing recycling programs for local government and utilizing recycled
products when possible.
Policy 57.3.1:

The City of Tampa will maintain a waste reduction and recycling program for municipal offices and facilities to reduce the City’s solid waste
disposal needs.

Policy 57.3.2:

The City of Tampa will encourage the purchase of recycled materials
consistent with its adopted municipal purchasing policy.

Policy 57.3.3:

The City of Tampa will coordinate with Hillsborough County Public
Schools to improve public school waste reduction and recycling efforts.

Objective 57.4: To educate the public on methods to reduce waste through consumer
choice and recycling behavior.
Policy 57.4.1:

The City of Tampa will establish a program to educate the public about
consumer choice of “environmentally friendly” products and products
with minimal packaging in order to reduce the amount of waste entering the landfill.

Policy 57.4.2:

The City of Tampa will maintain and periodically update a program to
educate the public about recycling programs and backyard composting.

Policy 57.4.3:

The City of Tampa will participate in school and community programs
designed to educate the public about the benefits of waste reduction and
recycling.

Policy 57.4.4:

The City of Tampa will maintain and periodically update a program to
provide technical assistance to public and
private sector entities within the City regarding the development and implementation of waste reduction and recycling projects, including recyclable material buy-back
centers.

Goal 58:

To maintain a program designed to reduce the
presence of toxic, ignitable, corrosive, reactive,
or carcinogenic substances in the City’s solid
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waste stream while properly managing and disposing of known
hazardous wastes.
Objective 58.1: To continue to evaluate and
implement methods to reduce
the presence of hazardous substances in the waste stream.
Policy 58.1.1:

The City of Tampa will conduct and encourage programs
designed to reduce hazardous
substances in the waste stream
through public education.

Policy 58.1.2:

The City of Tampa will disseminate educational materials to the public
on the proper storage, treatment, handling, transportation, and disposal
of household hazardous waste.

Policy 58.1.3:

The City of Tampa will not knowingly collect nor transport hazardous
waste from regulated hazardous waste generators.

Policy 58.1.4:

The City of Tampa will conduct a Commercial Waste Survey, as required
in the private collection contract, which requires that private haulers
interview their customers and update the information within a two year
period to identify potentially hazardous and/or special wastes. The City
will conduct the interviews of commercial customers served by municipal collection services. This survey is an ongoing process, with new
waste generators periodically added to the list of surveyed firms.

Objective 58.2: To maintain a hazardous waste management program.
Policy 58.2.1:

The City of Tampa will train designated Department of Solid Waste and
Environmental Program Management personnel to identify hazardous
wastes and implement emergency notification procedures.

Policy 58.2.2:

The City of Tampa will encourage environmentally responsible siting
of local hazardous waste-transfer facilities which are properly permitted within reasonable travel distance to City of Tampa residences and
businesses.
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Policy 58.2.3:

The City of Tampa shall prohibit any solid or hazardous waste landfills
or dumps which might adversely affect the Hillsborough River or its
tributaries.

Policy 58.2.4:

The City of Tampa Fire Department will provide Citywide emergency
response for hazardous waste accidents or spills through its HazMat
Response Team.

Objective 58.3: To coordinate the management of hazardous waste with local, state, and
federal governments to ensure the health and safety of the City’s population and environment.
Policy 58.3.1:

The City of Tampa will coordinate hazardous waste management activities with other governmental entities such as the Environmental Protection Commission of Hillsborough County and the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection.

Policy 58.3.2:

The City of Tampa will refer suspected hazardous waste violations to
the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection.

Policy 58.3.3:

The City of Tampa shall adhere to all applicable state and federal regulations in the collection, transportation and disposal of its own hazardous
waste and materials.

Policy 58.3.4:

The City of Tampa shall cooperate, as appropriate, with Hillsborough
County and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, to facilitate the establishment of a local program to facilitate the safe and
convenient collection of household hazardous materials.

Capital Facility Needs
According to the Department of Solid Waste and Environmental Program Management,
projects included in the CIP from 2006-2011 are described
as follows:


Construction of a vehicle wash rack (includes
construction of a new operations building,
reconstruction of parking lot as well as a parking
garage, with a total estimated). A total cost of over
$20 million is budgeted for 2008.
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Capital Improvements Element
Capital Improvements Overview
The Florida Growth Management Act of 1985 requires local governments to plan for
providing public facilities and services to support development concurrent with the
impacts of such development. The facility Elements (such as Recreation/Open Space,
Drainage, Transportation, Water, Sewer and Solid Waste) and the Capital Improvement
Elements of local Comprehensive Plans are used to plan and measure compliance with
that mandate.
Specifically, the purpose of this Capital Improvement Element (CIE) is to: (1) collect the
needs identified in Tampa facility Elements for public facilities in support of City of Tampa
adopted Level of Service (LOS) standards and measurable objectives; (2) estimate the
costs of those improvements for which the City has fiscal responsibility; (3) analyze the
fiscal capability of the City to finance and construct the improvements; (4) adopt financial
policies to guide funding of the improvements; and (5) schedule funding and construction
of the improvements to ensure that they are provided when required.

Needs Derived from Other Elements
The City of Tampa Comprehensive Plan identified facility improvements needed to meet
the demands of existing and future development. Needed projects are those improvements
which are required to meet adopted Level of Service standards, are of relatively large scale,
are of generally non-recurring high cost, and which may require multi-year financing.
The following balance sheets show the projected revenue expenditures against the planned
projects for the facilities that are the responsibility of the City of Tampa.
Cost estimates in the table were determined as follows:
a. Construction costs for parks and recreation facilities were based on recent bid
prices, consultant reports, vendor quotations and Means Construction Cost
Data.
b. Road Network construction costs were based on current construction cost
information published by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT).
c. Stormwater costs were based on recent bid prices, consultant reports and
vendor quotations.
d. Wastewater system construction costs were based on recent bid prices,
consultant reports and vendor quotations.
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e. Water system costs were based on recent bid prices, consultant reports and
vendor quotations.

Debt Policy
The City uses a combination of fixed rate, commercial paper, tax and revenue anticipation
notes, and variable rate debt. There is no statutory or charter debt limitations. The issuance
of debt is made at the lowest possible cost and risk to the City, determined by available debt
capacity, compliance with City charter, legal requirements, and prudent fiscal practices.
New money issues generate funding to be available for expenditure on acquisition,
construction and major improvements of capital assets. These funds are not used to fund
operational activities. Refunding issues are used to retire outstanding bonds at either a
lower interest rate to reduce debt service, to change the type of debt instruments, or to
remove undesirable covenants. Depending upon the size of a refunding, the City typically
seeks to produce present value savings of 3%-5% of the bonds being refunded.
The City issues debt with an average life less than or equal to the average life of the assets
being financed, but in no event longer than 40 years. Debt payments are made from the
pledged revenues or other legally available revenues. The City has no general obligation
bonds.
Derivatives are considered only in instances where it is shown that the product will either
provide a hedge that reduces risk of fluctuation in expense or revenue, or where it will
reduce total project costs. No derivative shall be used for the purpose of interest rate
speculation.
Conduit debt is issued only if there is no recourse to the City. Any conduit financing
structures must implement formal underwriting standards, be for projects that have local
acceptance and public purpose, be from non-profit borrowers with a demonstrated ability
to provide debt service, employ independent financial advisors, and be in compliance with
pertinent laws and regulations.
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TABLE 14.  SUMMARY OF DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS ON REVENUE
BONDS
Bonds

FY08
Principal and
Interest

Principal
and Interest
Outstanding

Utility Tax Bonds

$

16,513

$

225,385

2022

Guaranteed Entitlement

$

4,819

$

2,797

2018

CDBG - HUD Section 108

$

752

$

12,848

2018

Stormwater

$

1,255

$

1,600

N/A

Occupational License

$

7,075

$

137,394

2027

Local Option Gas Tax

$

255

$

6,000

N/A

Community Investment Tax (CIT)

$

5,237

$

94,270

2026

Parking Facilities

$

2,026

$

66,950

2036

Wastewater Utilities

$

23,142

$

203,827

2036

Water Utilities

$

8,854

$

167,984

2029

Solid Waste

$

14,698

$

191,022

2021

Marina

$

428

$

6,019

2021

TOTAL

$        85,054

Year of
Retirement

$    1,116,096
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TABLE 15.  SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL PAPER

Commercial Paper

Drawn
through
9/30/07

Total
Amount
Available

Stormwater

2,410,210

20,000,000

N/A

Local Option Gas Tax

6,000,000

30,000,000

N/A

43,000,000

N/A

CIAC

-

TOTAL

8,410,210

Year of
Retirement

93,000,000

Source: FY08 Recommended Annual Budget (Aug 2007) and City of Tampa, Budget
Office (Dec, 2007)
FY08
Principal &
Interest

Principal
and Interest
Outstanding

Year of
Retirement

Utility Tax Fund
1991,2001,2001B U. Tax
1996 Utility Tax
1997 Utility Tax
1998 Utility Tax
1999A Utility Tax
2000A Utility Tax
2002A Utility Tax
2006 Utility Tax
Utility Tax Fund Total

$13,511
0
295
106
1,363
219
226
793
$16,513

94,637
95,200
3,083
253
2,735
168
6,365
22,944
$ 225,385

2015
2022
2019
2010
2010
2009
2021
2019

Guaranteed Entitlement
2001A

$ 4,819

$

2,797

2018

CDBG - HUD Section 108
1999A

$

752

$

12,848

2018

Stormwater
2007 Commercial Paper

$ 1,255

$

1,600

N/A

Occupational License
2002A, 2007

$ 7,075

$ 137,394

2027

$

Local Option Gas Tax
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2007 Commercial Paper

255

$

6,000

N/A

2001A Sales Tax Revenue

$ 3,960

$

71,284

2026

2006 Sales Tax Revenue

1,277

22,986

2026

CIT Total
Parking Fund
1997 Utility Tax
1998 Utility Tax
1999A Utility Tax
2002A Utility Tax
2006 Utility Tax
Parking Fund Total
Wastewater Fund
1998B
2002A
2002B
2003A
2005
2006
State Revolving Loan
Wastewater Fund
Total

$

$ 5,237

$

94,270

$

$

28,379
39
828
10,214
27,490
66,950

2019
2009
2010
2021
2036

1,598
26,838
12,396
13,279
48,616
63,385
37,715

2008
2017
2011
2014
2017
2036
2017

293
385
35
362
951
$ 2,026

$

$ 1,598
2,920
4,134
2,210
4,572
2,261
5,447

$

$23,142

$ 203,827

Water Fund
1998B
2001A
2001B (STAR)
2002
2003A
2005
State Revolving Loan
Water Fund Total

$ 1,055
3,360
738
781
554
1,223
1,143
$ 8,854

$

0
113,505
16,667
7,182
3,334
13,009
14,287
$ 167,984

2008
2029
2021
2017
2014
2017
2020

Solid Waste
1999

$14,698

$ 191,022

2021

$

$
$
$
$

2009
2021
2019

Marina Fund
2000A Utility Tax
2002A Utility Tax
2006 Utility Tax
Marina Total

$

CITY-WIDE TOTAL

$85,054

229
181
18
428

189
5,128
702
6,019

$1,116,096
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Operational Impacts of Capital Improvement Projects
Capital improvement projects generally have one of two impacts. New or expanded facilities
usually result in staffing requirements along with new operating costs such as utilities,
supplies, and maintenance requirements. Replacement of older facilities has the opposite
effect; efficiencies gained from more efficient equipment, lower maintenance costs, and on
occasion, lower staffing requirements reduce operating and personnel costs.
In the water, wastewater, and stormwater departments, the City has embarked on a multimillion dollar, multi-year program to accelerate the replacement of aging infrastructure.
Over the last few years, the City has been experiencing more frequent and more costly
failures. Often, these failures “detour” employees from their planned preventative
maintenance schedules and incur significant overtime costs. Commercial paper is playing
a more prominent roll in accelerating a number of programs pending the issuance of bonds,
state funds and increased revenues to be received in later years. In FY07, the City utilized
commercial paper twice. The first was for $6 million for the $100 million 40th Street Project
in order to keep the program moving forward. The second borrowing was for $1.6 million
needed for stormwater projects. During FY08, the City may again use commercial paper
to begin to replace water pipelines in downtown and South Tampa.
Improvements to parks and recreation centers throughout the City are budgeted for
$1 million. This project provides for fencing, bollards, gates, athletic courts and field
repair/installation, ancillary and playground equipment, fall surfacing, renovations and
improvements to community centers, Americans with Disabilities Act repairs, signage,
and landscaping. The parks and recreation department targets several facilities per year
for these upgrades/improvements. Each improved facility will have lower maintenance,
repair and utility expenses.
Annual funding of $175,000 is also provided for courts, sidewalks and trail improvements.
These improvements include lighting upgrades that improve visibility and reduce energy
consumption, maintenance and repair costs.
For both new and replacement facilities, opportunities are sought to incorporate “green”
sustainable features into the design. These commonly include highly reflective roof
surfacing, “cool roofs,” day lighting, energy efficient lighting, hands free faucets, and other
water savings measures. Additionally, HVAC (heating, ventilating, and air conditioning)
systems are designed to both minimize energy and maintain good air quality.
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Specific projects include:


Investing  in Neighborhoods – One of the mayor’s key programs is entitled “Investing
in Neighborhoods.” In FY03, $2.6 million was devoted to this program and has since
grown to $6.45 million. The program includes projects and enhancements such as
sidewalks, street resurfacing and maintenance, traffic calming devices, and street
signs and markings. These neighborhood improvement projects directly impact the
quality of life and safety of Tampa’s residents – a valuable investment.



Road Resurfacing and Maintenance – The program this year will repave
approximately 36 miles of roadway.



Street Signage – The signage program includes street name signs, illuminated
signs, traffic signs, and marking installations. This year we expect to replace 5,000
signs throughout the City and 20 intersections will receive illuminated signs.



Sidewalks – The sidewalk program will install and repair nearly eight miles of
sidewalk this year to help ensure pedestrian safety and contribute to our sense of
community.



Traffic Calming – Traffic calming devices help promote and maintain the safety and
livability of our residential streets. This year more than seven projects are planned
throughout Tampa’s neighborhoods.



Landscape and Xeriscape Replacement - Xeriscape landscaping is environmentally
friendly for a climate such as Florida. The parks and recreation department
will increase the number of xeriscape projects in an attempt to decrease water
consumption.



Irrigation and Lighting - Radio Controlled - This project provides for upgrade,
installation and repair of the City-wide radio controlled irrigation system. This
system is controlled by a central computer, which communicates with field units
necessary to operate the various irrigation zones throughout the City. The system
has the ability to manage the amount of water dispensed for any zone and will shut
down any zone that malfunctions. It also controls the on/off function of lights in
various parks. The parks and recreation department is establishing security lighting
throughout the City. This system can be placed on the existing radio controlled
system, which will turn the lights on and off.



New / Replacement Fire Stations – Starting in FY07, this project provides for
constructing two new fire stations (FS) and replacing two stations over the next
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five years. In FY07, funds provided for the design and construction for FS #19 in
Port Tampa. Due to the larger building size, the cost to operate the new facility
will increase by approximately $9,000. Construction of FS #22 in New Tampa will
commence in FY09. Operating and one-time capital costs for FS #22 will include:
$1.8 million for payroll and benefits for 30 firefighters; $33,000 for bunker gear and
clothing; $913,000 for a ladder truck; $313,000 for a fire engine; and $42,000 for
utilities. Similar expenses are projected for two stations, one replacement and one
new, programmed in FY10 and FY11.


Traffic Signal Upgrade to Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) - This project, which
started in FY07, provides for the upgrade of traffic signal displays to LED signal
heads for emergency operation of signals on backup power systems. Current signals
require too much power to operate on backup power systems. LED traffic signals
reduce power demand by 70-80%, enabling the use of batteries or generators as
backup power sources. This project is directed at the top 100 emergency priority
intersections and will free up Tampa police officers from traffic duty during
emergency situations. The cost of this project will be recovered quickly, with an
average annual cost of $887 per signal, and savings of approximately $67,000 each
year per 100 signals.



Climate Control / HVAC Systems - Funding is provided, in the amount of $152,180
annually, for the replacement of deteriorated HVAC systems at various locations
throughout the City. Many of these systems have exceeded their useful lives and
repair parts are becoming more difficult and costly to obtain. Energy savings will
accrue with their replacement. In FY08, several HVAC air handlers at the Tampa
Municipal Office Building need to be replaced. Energy savings will also accrue
from replacement of these air handlers.



Video Detection Installation – This project provides for the installation of video
detection devices at the City’s busiest intersections to replace the detection loops
embedded in pavement at each leg of the intersection. Although initial installation
cost is high, installing video detection systems at intersections with detector loop
damage will be more cost-effective over time and will provide better traffic signal
functionality.



Parking – Utilizing bond funds, operating revenue control equipment is being
installed at the Twiggs Street, William F. Poe, Tampa Convention Center, Whiting
Street, and Fort Brooke garages. The new equipment will be fully operational by
the start of fiscal year 2008. As additional funds become available, the parking
division will continue the program for new equipment installation at the remainder
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of the critical parking locations. These locations will include improvements to the
Jackson Street surface lot, the Centro Ybor garage, the South Regional garage, and the
Palm Avenue garage. Upon completion of this equipment installation, the parking
division will be able to increase operating efficiencies through enhanced revenue
accountability and reduced equipment maintenance costs. Additional maintenance
cost savings will accrue by replacing spalled and delaminated concrete in the floors,
walls, beams, and columns, as well as the application of joint sealant, which are key
components of the overall waterproofing system in these garages. FY08 dollars are
also provided for routing and sealing cracks in the floors, walls, beams, and columns
to reduce maintenance costs throughout the following garages: Centro Ybor, South
Regional and Palm Avenue.


Howard F. Curren Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant - During FY08,
replacement of existing equipment will include: sludge storage tanks mechanical
rehabilitation, main pumping station wet well rehabilitation, and final tanks cross
collector system rehabilitation.



Water -   The 42 “/ 36” DIP Transmission Main will be replaced by a 42 inch ductile
iron pipe (DIP) from the treatment facility to the Hillsborough River and from
the river north to Busch Boulevard. In addition, the new system will tie into the
transmission main south of the river crossing. The operational benefits of this new
main include increased remote tank fill rates to meet future demands and cost
savings due to the reduced use of wholesale water. In the same way, the Sulphur
Springs weir project provides for the modification of gates by installing a five foot
wide weir at the exit of the run to prevent salinity incursions. This project allows
for a lower minimum flow and the use of Sulphur Springs water at the dam, thereby
saving money by lowering the amount of water purchased from Tampa Bay Water.
Similar minimum flow level projects are planned for FY10 and FY11 at the Blue Sink
pipeline, Sulphur Springs upper gates, and Harney Canal pipeline.



During FY08, replacement of the following equipment and systems will increase
system reliability and reduce overall operation and maintenance costs:
 ATM Network Equipment Replacement – The network is the backbone for
voice and data communications to all fiber-attached facilities. This three-year
project, which started in FY06, provides for replacing all ATM (asynchronous
transfer mode) equipment. The City of Tampa’s data network is comprised of
two separate networks, ATM and Gigabit. Networking manufacturers dropped
support for ATM in October 2005, and the ATM network is at risk. This project
systematically replaces 13 ATM sites with gigabit equipment.
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 Financial System Upgrade – This project provides for the upgrade of the
accounting, budget, procurement, and fixed asset systems to the latest release.
The upgrade will improve system performance, simplify data entry, and provide
internet access to the systems.
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Table 16. Comprehensive Plan Projects
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN PROJECTS - CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT ELEMENT
City Funded

Fund

Type

Recreation and Open Space
Julian B. Lane Park
Total Recreation and Open Space

CIT

Future Need

$5,000,000
$5,000,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$5,000,000
$5,000,000

Stormwater
30th Street Force Main
Broadway and 56th Street
Cypress Street Outfall
Failed Pipe Replacement
Howard Avenue Flood Relief
Lower Peninsula Watershed
Mary Avenue Sinkhole Rehabilitation
Peninsula Regional Drainage
Southeast Seminole Heights
Upper Peninsula Flood Relief
Total Stormwater

BN
BN
BN/SWFWMD
BN
BN
BN
BN
BN/SWFWMD
BN
BN/SWFWMD

Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency

$0
$0
$0
$1,600,000
$700,000
$650,000
$0
$5,000,000
$0
$0
$7,950,000

$0
$0
$5,000,000
$1,200,000
$0
$0
$300,000
$0
$0
$4,625,000
$11,125,000

$1,000,000
$500,000
$10,000,000
$1,200,000
$0
$1,000,000
$0
$0
$0
$4,625,000
$18,325,000

$1,500,000
$0
$10,000,000
$1,200,000
$0
$7,500,000
$0
$0
$0
$4,625,000
$24,825,000

$1,500,000
$0
$10,000,000
$1,200,000
$0
$7,500,000
$0
$0
$10,000,000
$4,625,000
$34,825,000

$4,000,000
$500,000
$35,000,000
$6,400,000
$700,000
$16,650,000
$300,000
$5,000,000
$10,000,000
$18,500,000
$97,050,000

WR
WR

Deficiency
Deficiency

$0
$500,000
$500,000

$61,000
$0
$61,000

$0
$0
$0

$61,000
$0
$61,000

$61,000
$0
$61,000

$183,000
$500,000
$683,000

IF/MM
LOGT/FDOT
LOGT/FDOT
IF

Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency

$1,499,850
$0
$462,605
$839,000
$2,801,455

$0
$2,899,200
$0
$0
$2,899,200

$341,276
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$341,276

$142,500
$0
$0
$3,288,000
$3,430,500

$0

$1,983,626
$2,899,200
$462,605
$4,127,000
$9,472,431

Water
Reclaimed Water System Expansion
Tampa Augmentation Project
Total Water
Transportation
District 4
Armenia Avenue at Busch Blvd. Improvements
Bayshore Boulevard Enhancements, Phase III
Complete Streets - Willow Avenue
Westshore Blvd. at Gandy Blvd. Intersection Improv.
Total District 4
District 5
Cherry Street Extension

Total District 6

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

TOTAL

LOGT

Deficiency

$0
$0

$185,000
$185,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$185,000
$185,000

IF
MM/Intl Plaza
IF

Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency

$1,797,898
$5,697,808
$449,240
$7,944,946

$0
$459,000
$0
$459,000

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,797,898
$6,156,808
$449,240
$8,403,946

Total District 5
District 6
Cypress Street Improvements
North O'Brien Street Improvements
Spruce Street Corridor Improvements

FY16
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District 7
Complete Streets - Bougainvillea Shared Use Path
New Tampa Congestion Mitigation
Total District 7
Citywide Projects
Intelligent Transportation Systems Program
Intersection Improvements
Sidewalks
Total Citywide
Total Transportation

LOGT/FDOT
IF

Future Need
Deficiency

$472,410
$306,000
$778,410

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$472,410
$306,000
$778,410

LOGT
LOGT
LOGT

Deficiency
Deficiency
Deficiency

$100,000
$200,000
$500,000
$800,000
$12,324,811

$100,000
$300,000
$450,000
$850,000
$4,393,200

$100,000
$300,000
$460,000
$860,000
$1,201,276

$100,000
$300,000
$460,000
$860,000
$4,290,500

$100,000
$350,000
$500,000
$950,000
$950,000

$500,000
$1,450,000
$2,370,000
$4,320,000
$23,159,787

$19,526,276 $29,176,500 $35,836,000

$125,892,787

Total Comprehensive Plan Projects

$25,774,811 $15,579,200

Fund Legend / Description:
BN – Banknote
A Banknote is a type of negotiable instrument known as a promissory note, made by a bank, payable to the bearer on demand.
IF - Impact Fee
A charge based on projected trips that will be generated by development or redevelopment of a property. Revenues are used to provide roadway improvements and related infrastructure necessitated
by new development.
LOGT - Local Option Gas Tax
A 30 year tax, extended in 2013, to fund transportation related improvements. Represents the City's share of taxes levied on motor fuel and special fuel sold in the county. These funds shall be used for
various transportation related capital projects.
CIT - Community Investment Tax
An ordinance adopted in 1996 for 30 years levying a one-half cent local government infrastructure surtax for community investments. The revenues are also used to pay the debt service on the Sales
Tax Revenue Bonds.
FDOT - Florida Department of Transportation
Intl Plaza - International Plaza DRI Fee
A Development of Regional Impact is a development, which because of its character, magnitude or location, has a significant impact on public infrastructure and greatly increases the demand for
public services, including impacts that may be felt by neighboring jurisdictions. Fee based on projected trips that will be generated by the regional development of a property. Revenues are used to
provide roadway improvements and related infrastructure necessitated by new development.
MM - Multi-Modal Transportation Impact Fee
A charge based on projected trips that will be generated by development or redevelopment of a property. Revenues are used to provide roadway improvements and related infrastructure necessitated
by new development.
SWFWMD - Southwest Florida Water Management District
WR – Water Department Revenue
The Water Department generates revenues by billing its customers for the water they use.
The five-year schedule includes projects related to levels of services, as set forth in policy 1.4.2 of the Tampa Capital Improvement Element (CIE).
As the purpose of this document is to assist in long-term planning activities, no inference should be made with respect to the undertaking or timing of any particular enumerated project described
herein or any specified funding therefore. The CIE is updated annually in conjunction with submission of the Recommended Annual Budget submitted to City Council. Funding is committed for all
five years from existing revenue sources. The term "committed" per the Florida Department of Community Affairs meaning funding based on expected revenues from existing sources.
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Table 17. Public School Facilities
Estimated
Construction
Start Date

Estimated
Construction
Completion
Date

Recreation and Open Space
Julian B. Lane Park

9/12

9/16

Stormwater
30th Street Force Main
Broadway and 56th Street
Cypress Street Outfall
Failed Pipe Replacement
Howard Avenue Flood Relief
Lower Peninsula Watershed
Mary Avenue Sinkhole Rehabilitation
Peninsula Regional Drainage
Southeast Seminole Heights
Upper Peninsula Flood Relief

9/12
7/17
8/16
9/12
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/19
7/13

9/20
6/19
7/20
9/20
6/17
9/20
9/20
9/17
9/27
9/18

Water
Reclaimed Water System Expansion
Tampa Augmentation Project

9/13
9/15

9/20
12/18

District 4
Armenia Avenue at Busch Blvd. Improvements
Bayshore Boulevard Enhancements, Phase III
Complete Streets - Willow Avenue
Westshore Blvd. at Gandy Blvd. Intersection

9/12
9/14
9/13
9/12

9/20
9/19
9/16
9/19

District 5
Cherry Street Extension

10/16

9/19

District 6
Cypress Street Improvements
North O'Brien Street Improvements
Spruce Street Corridor Improvements

9/12
10/13
10/14

12/16
9/16
10/16

District 7
Complete Streets - Bougainvillea Shared Use Path
New Tampa Congestion Mitigation

9/13
10/15

2/16
9/17

Citywide Projects
Intelligent Transportation Systems Program
Intersection Improvements

9/12
9/12

9/20
9/20

Transportation Project Program

Public School Facilities- (not City funded)

Fund

Type

Central Tampa Meacham Middle School (partial funding)

HCSB

Future Need

HCSB FY15*

HCSB FY16*

HCSB FY17*

HCSB FY18*

HCSB FY19*

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

$0

$0

$0

$15,317,441

TOTAL
$0

$15,317,441

Fund Legend / Description:
HCSB = Hillsborough County School Board
* The Hillsborough County School Board’s FY15 generally corresponds to the City of Tampa’s FY16. The City’s fiscal year begins October 1 and the School Board’s fiscal year begins on July 1. Therefore, there is a three month lag
between the school district's FY15 and the City’s FY16. Also, please note that the Hillsborough County School Board’s plan has only been updated through the School Board’s FY19 (City’s FY20). The School Board’s plan will be
updated in August.
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Parks and Recreation
Revenues are based on the FY08 budget and assume a 2% target growth for future years.
Any surplus funds may be used for miscellaneous small scale CIP’s.
The parks and recreation department will receive new funding from two primary sources
in FY08. The first source, community investment taxes (CIT), will contribute $1.25 million.
Projects planned include $250,000 for a restroom / storage facility at Ben T. Davis beach
and $1.0 million for the following types of improvements / renovations: fencing, bollards,
gates, security, courts, and fields ($300,000); ancillary, playground equipment and surfacing
($250,000); and community center upgrades ($450,000). The second source, utility tax
funds, total $870,000 and are budgeted for improvements to areas such as pool facilities,
signs, irrigation and lighting, xeriscape, flooring, and painting. In addition, a bond for
$17 million utilizing community investment dollars was issued last year for ten projects.
These projects will not directly impact the level of service standards, and therefore, are
not included in the Comprehensive Plan.
The $2 million for park development improvements in FY13 is committed for future land
acquisition as needed.

Stormwater
Transfers from Utility Tax Fund are based on the FY08 budget. $2.4 million of commercial
paper has been drawn through September 30, 2007, from a total of $20 million available.
The remaining balance of commercial paper is anticipated to be drawn through FY09.
Any surplus funds may be used for miscellaneous small scale CIP’s.
The City established a five-year, $60 million stormwater Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) in FY06. The projects address some of our community’s long standing flooding
problems and water quality concerns. FY08 represents year three of the plan. Due to
increased construction efficiency and external grants, the FY08 project list has five more
projects than were originally forecasted when the FY06 plan was prepared.
The FY08 CIP will address the construction of high-priority flooding relief projects.
On the west side of Tampa, land acquisition and design is underway for a stormwater
pond, conveyance systems and a new pumping station in the Drew Park Community
Redevelopment Area. These improvements will facilitate the strategic action plan for this
area, which has historically suffered from poor drainage. North Tampa will see the design
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for the Duck Pond drainage system completed and construction beginning in FY08. This
drainage system project in the University Mall/University of South Florida area represents
a joint effort between the City of Tampa, Hillsborough County, the Southwest Florida Water
Management District (SWFWMD) and the Federal Emergency Management Agency to
solve recurrent structural and street flooding. Solutions to improve the North Hyde Park/
Spanishtown Creek system in South Tampa will be in the preliminary design stage.

Transportation
Revenues are based on the FY08 budget and assume a 2% target growth for future years.
Any surplus funds may be used for miscellaneous small scale CIP’s.
The local option gas tax is a 30 year tax, initiated in 1983, to fund transportation
improvements. In FY08, $10.9 million has been budgeted for transportation improvement
projects. The interlocal agreement with the county was recently extended to 2013 to
coincide with the expiration of the gas tax.
Local option gas tax funds will be used to continue the public works program of street
maintenance, resurfacing, traffic calming, new signal installation and traffic signal
upgrading. Funds are allocated in FY08 for MacDill Avenue and Kennedy Boulevard
($600,000) and Cross Creek Boulevard ($936,240) enhancements, pedestrian crossings
($131,075) and the downtown Riverwalk project ($700,000).
The proposed widening project along Cross Creek Boulevard extends from Cory Lake
Boulevard to Morris Bridge Road. This road is proposed to be widened from a two-lane
undivided highway to a four-lane divided highway. It will include sidewalks, grassed
medians and swales, bicycle accommodations and upgraded signalization.
In FY07, the City utilized commercial paper twice. The first was for $6 million for the $100
million 40th Street Project in order to keep the program moving forward. The funds are
being used to purchase right-of-way for segment ‘C’. This $100 million plus project expands
40th Street from two to four lanes from Hillsborough Avenue to Fowler Avenue and has
been broken into five segments ‘A’ through ‘E’. Segments ‘E’ and ‘D’ from Fowler Avenue
to Humphrey Street south of Busch Boulevard are complete. Construction for segment ‘B’
from Hanlon Street to Hanna Avenue, including a bridge over the Hillsborough River, is
underway and is 35% complete. Right-of-way for segments ‘A’ and ‘C’ on both sides of the
bridge is being acquired.
In October 2001, bonds were issued for $55.6 million for various capital projects of which
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$1.4 million is for roadway construction and intersection improvements.
In FY08, Tampa will receive community development block grant funds from the federal
government for various activities including capital projects. Community development
block grant expenditures are subject to federal guidelines and are generally applicable to
specific neighborhoods occupied by citizens of low and moderate incomes. Community
development block grant funds appropriated in FY08 are for various neighborhood
improvement projects such as sidewalks, street resurfacing, traffic calming devices.

Transportation Impact Fees
Revenues are based on the FY08 budget and assume a 2% target growth for future years.
In an effort to address growth-related infrastructure requirements, the City had previously
implemented a transportation impact fee. In FY08, the impact fee fund will provide $7.8
million for eligible transportation capital improvement projects.
Impact fee funds have been allocated to 40th Street to assist with project completion which
is considered the highest priority transportation project for this administration. This $100
million plus project expands 40th Street from two to four lanes from Hillsborough Avenue
to Fowler Avenue and has been broken into five segments ‘A’ through ‘E’. Segments ‘E’
and ‘D’ from Fowler Avenue to Humphrey Street south of Busch Boulevard are complete.
Construction for segment ‘B’ from Hanlon Street to Hanna Avenue, including a bridge
over the Hillsborough River, is underway and is 35% complete. Right-of-way for segments
‘A’ and ‘C’ on both sides of the bridge is being acquired.
Transportation impact fees will also be used to improve the intersection of Kennedy
Boulevard and Dale Mabry Highway, along with the construction of a bridge at I-75 and
West Meadows. Pursuant to an agreement, HARTline will also receive a percentage of all
developer fees collected.

Transportation - FDOT
Funds from FDOT are being provided through a Local Agency Program Agreement and
are being used to construct the 40th Street Corridor project along with Transportation
Impact Fees.
Foremost of the City’s transportation projects is continuing the widening of 40th Street,
which is considered the highest priority transportation project for this administration. This
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$100 million plus project expands 40th Street from two to four lanes from Hillsborough
Avenue to Fowler Avenue and has been broken into five segments ‘A’ through ‘E’. Segments
‘E’ and ‘D’ from Fowler Avenue to Humphrey Street south of Busch Boulevard are complete.
Construction for segment ‘B’ from Hanlon Street to Hanna Avenue, including a bridge
over the Hillsborough River, is underway and is 35% complete. Right-of-way for segments
‘A’ and ‘C’ on both sides of the bridge is being acquired.

Potable Water
All revenues except for commercial paper are based on the FY08 budget and assume a 2%
target growth for future years. $43 million of commercial paper is available and allocated
through FY09. The future revenue increase, discussed below, is a cumulative rate increase.
Any surplus funds may be used for miscellaneous small scale CIP’s.
In addition to providing quality water, the department has five areas of focus over the next
several years: 1) system replacement and rehabilitation; 2) downtown and South Tampa
pipeline replacement; 3) protecting the lower Hillsborough River; 4) improving the South
Tampa Area Reclaimed water system; and 5) expanding the reclaimed water system.
To accomplish the preceding goals requires additional financial resources. In June 2007,
the administration presented to the City council a five-year financial plan to provide the
needed funds. The five-year financial plan will raise the potable water rate each year for
the next five years.

Wastewater
Disposal fee charges and other revenues are based on the budget for FY08 and assume
a 2% target growth for future years. Connection fees are based on the budget for FY08
and will remain level at $4.5 million for future years. Any surplus funds may be used
for miscellaneous small scale CIP’s except for capacity fees, which are restricted to LOS
projects.
The Wastewater department will expend $4.9 million in FY08 for improvements
supported with revenues from the operating funds. This funding will be allocated toward
rehabilitation of pump stations, replacement of aging sewer lines and improvements to
the Howard F. Curren Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant. Plant projects range from
roofing contracts to the replacement of pumps.
Significant multi-year and multimillion dollar programs are in place to replace aging
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sections of interceptor and neighborhood collector lines. This is necessary to reduce
pipe breaks and overflows. The department is also required to relocate and replace lines
in accordance with City, county and state agreements to coordinate with right of way
improvement projects such as interstate highway widening projects. In order to minimize
traffic conflicts and road repairs, wastewater uses no-dig methods to rehabilitate failing
gravity lines throughout the City.

Solid Waste
Revenues are based on the FY08 budget and assume a 2% target growth for future years.
Any surplus funds may be used for miscellaneous small scale CIP’s.
Capital projects funded by the solid waste department in FY08 total $727,427. These capital
improvement projects are supported with revenues from operating funds, and include
the construction of a new truck wash/water reclamation facility and a perimeter wall at
the solid waste/fleet yard. The projects are being funded in conjunction with the fleet
maintenance division of public works department. These projects will not directly impact
the level of service standards, and therefore, are not included in the Comprehensive
Plan.
The Solid Waste department developed a 10-year comprehensive plan that is consistent
with the City’s Comprehensive Plan. The department’s 10-year plan has identified several
opportunities, which include improving community awareness in waste management,
expanding recycling programs, evaluating the financial feasibility of collecting waste
for the New Tampa area, and addressing long term disposal capacity to accommodate
growth.

School Board’s 5-Year District Facilities Plan
Over the past decade, the Florida Legislature has progressively strengthened the
ties between school planning and general land use and comprehensive planning.
The availability of public schools is now a prerequisite for the approval of residential
construction. A closer integration of planning for school capacity with comprehensive
planning is required and the School Board’s 5-Year District Facilities Plan must be included
in the Capital Improvement Element.

Capital Improvements Goals, Objectives and Policies
Goal 59:

The City shall endeavor to adequately provide needed public facilities to
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all residents within its jurisdiction in a manner which protects investments
in existing facilities, maximizes the use of existing facilities, and promotes
orderly compact urban growth.
Management and Maintenance of Community Facilities
Objective 59.1: Maintain the physical and operational integrity of community facilities.
Policy 59.1.1:

As part of the siting and approval process, require development of a
management and operational practices plan for the facility, including
ongoing communication with the public. The facility management will
be responsible for implementing the plan.

Policy 59.1.2:

Maintain the physical integrity and appearance of City-owned community facilities and ensure proper operation.

Policy 59.1.3:

Ensure proper maintenance and operation of privately owned community facilities by enforcing all applicable regulations and codes.

Objective Collaborative Decision-Making
Objective 59.2: Improve the decision-making process for both new facilities and the expansion of existing facilities.
Policy 59.2.1:

Develop a participatory process that encourages open communication
among all affected parties for the siting and expansion of facilities that
are not already guided by existing local, state and federal laws. The process should:
 Use broad community outreach to achieve the greatest participation
possible;
 Include all affected parties, including advocates, supporters and
opponents in the process;
 Be principled, fair, open, respectful of all viewpoints, and comply
with state and federal fair housing legislation;
 Ensure that all participants provide timely, complete and accurate
information regarding the need or desire for the facility or
expansion, including likely positive and negative consequences
of the decision;
 Consider geographic distribution of similar facilities;
 Strive to reach general agreement of all affected parties concerning
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the need for or desirability of the facility, including possible
consequences to the City and public if the facility is not provided
or enlarged; and
 Provide for final decision-making by a neutral body if agreement
is not achieved, when legally feasible.
Policy 59.2.2:

Goal 60:

Perform an evaluation to critique the decision-making process and make
adjustments as necessary.

The City shall endeavor to adequately provide needed public facilities to
all residents within its jurisdiction in a manner which protects investments
in existing facilities, maximizes the use of existing facilities, and promotes
orderly compact urban growth.

Objective 60.1: Capital improvements shall be provided to correct existing deficiencies,
to replace worn out or obsolete facilities and to accommodate desired
future growth, as indicated in the Six Year Capital Improvement Element Balance Sheets.
Policy 60.1.1:

All capital improvement projects related to Level of Service and identified for implementation in the other Elements of this Plan and determined to be of relatively large scale shall be identified as capital needs
in this Element. The Six Year CIP, including the identified CIE projects,
will be funded by applicable capital revenues projected to be available
within the next six years, which may include grants, revenue bonds, and
other financing instruments, but exclude revenues contingent on ratification by public referendum.

Policy 60.1.2:

In general, proposed CIE projects shall be evaluated and prioritized using all the following criteria:
 Whether the project is needed to correct existing deficiencies,
replace needed facilities, or to provide facilities needed for future
growth;
 Elimination of public hazards;
 Elimination of capacity deficits;
 Financial feasibility;
 Site needs based on projected growth patterns;
 New development and redevelopment;
 Plans of state agencies;
 Whether the project is within the Transportation Concurrency
Exception Area (TCEA); and
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 Local budget impact.
Policy 60.1.3:

All capital projects related to the facilities Elements, which the City determines are financially feasible; are of relatively large scale; and are
needed to attain, maintain or further the goals, objectives and policies
established in the capital improvements element, specifically to include
the adopted level of service; shall be identified as CIE projects in the
City’s CIP and shall be considered for funding in the Capital Budget of
the year designated.

Policy 60.1.4:

Funded projects may be added at any time by the City as long as projects required to meet concurrency are satisfied. Projects proposed to be
deleted shall be justified, particularly the effect on concurrency.

Objective 60.2: Future development shall bear a proportionate share of facility improvement costs necessitated by the development in order to maintain adopted Level of Service standards. Notwithstanding the above, the City shall
have the right to provide alternative funding mechanisms to meet the
proportionate share of facility improvement costs.
Policy 60.2.1:

City wastewater and water connection fee revenues, if any, will be allocated primarily for capital improvements related to expansion.

Policy 60.2.2:

The City shall verify that transportation impact fees, if any, are sufficient to address the pro rata share of transportation improvement costs
necessitated by new development.

Policy 60.2.3:

Appropriate funding of parks, recreation, stormwater and solid waste
improvements will be reviewed by the City as needed.

Objective 60.3: The City shall manage its fiscal resources to support the provision of
needed capital improvements for previously issued development orders and for future development and redevelopment.
Policy 60.3.1:
Policy 60.3.2:

Policy 60.3.3:

The City shall continue to adopt an annual capital budget and a Six Year
capital improvement program as part of its budgeting process.
Efforts shall be made to secure grants or private funds whenever available to finance the provision of capital improvements.
Fiscal policies to direct expenditures for capital improvements should
be consistent with the other Comprehensive Plan Elements.
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Objective 60.4: The City shall coordinate land use decisions and financial resources
with a schedule of capital improvements to meet adopted Level of Service standards and provide existing and future facility needs.
Policy 60.4.1:

The City and/or developers shall provide for the availability of public
facilities and services needed to support development concurrent with
the impacts of such development.

Policy 60.4.2:

The City shall use the following LOS standards in reviewing the impacts of new development and redevelopment upon public facility provision:
a. Parks and Recreation
 Neighborhood Parks - 2 acres of neighborhood parkland per 1,000
residents;
 Major Parks - 2.3 acres of major parkland per 1,000 residents; and
 Regional Parks - 20 acres of regional parkland per 1,000
residents.
b. Stormwater
 Design of stormwater management facilities shall be based on
the criteria established in the Stormwater Management Technical
Standards Manual.
 New development will be regulated to ensure its post-development
runoff to City systems does not exceed the pre-developed
discharge volume and/or rate to ensure the level of service of the
existing stormwater system is not compromised.
 City stormwater quality standards for new and redevelopment
will be based upon F.A.C. 62-40.432 (4) [State Water Policy]. The
quality standard for existing stormwater management systems
will be the quality of existing flows.
c. Transportation
1) Roadways
The Level of Service for City of Tampa roads is LOS “D”.
2) Mass Transit
The minimum acceptable transit level of service standard shall
be a peak hour load factor of 1.2 for each bus. If the peak hour
load factor is less than or equal to 1.2 then the minimum level of
service standard is met. It is determined that the load factor is
greater than the 1.2 the City shall request HARTLINE to provide
additional service for the affected routes. Such additional service
may consist of increasing the number of buses, increasing the
frequency of buses, or other means deemed appropriate by the
City and HARTLINE.
d. Wastewater
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 The level of service for the collection system is as follows:
District			
Capacity (mgd)
Interbay				40.5
Central				50.0
West River			
57.0
Main Outlet			32.5
S.E. & Causeway		
32.0
 The level of service for the treatment plant is set by the permitted
discharge limits as follows:
Allowed concentrations for discharged treated water
are .000042 lbs/gallon/day of Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (BOD); .000042 lbs/gallon/day of Suspended
Solids (SS); and .000025 lbs/gallon/day total nitrogen
up to a maximum of 4,003 pounds of BOD, 4,003 of
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and 2,402 lbs of Nitrogen
per day. The reader should refer to the Wastewater
Element for information regarding the unit flow factors
by land use and the capacity of the transmission system
by planning area.
e. Potable Water
 Maintain raw water sources as permitted by the Southwest Florida
Water Management District and provide treated water to provide
a minimum gross per capita daily water use of 125 gallons on the
yearly average and maintain adjusted gross per capita water use
of 110 gallons per day on the yearly average. Additional capacity
to the City’s withdrawal permit to meet this level of service is
available through Tampa Bay Water as specified in the existing
Interlocal agreement in 1998.
 Maintain the potable water production capacity at the David L.
Tippin Water Treatment Facility
of 120 mgd as permitted by the
Department of Environmental
Protection.
Additional
treatment capacity is available
through Tampa Bay Water
(TBW) as specified in the
existing Interlocal agreement in
1998.
 Maintain a system-wide fire
reserve as recommended by the
Insurance Services Office.
f. Solid Waste
 The Level of Service (LOS)
Standard for the City of Tampa
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is 6.50 pounds of solid waste per person per day not to exceed
the total capacity of 1633 tons per day. This LOS standard shall
be used as the basis to determine the solid waste management
infrastructure capacity needed to properly manage solid wastes
generated within the City of Tampa.
g: Public Schools Facilities
 Consistent with the Interlocal Agreement, the uniform, districtwide level of service standards are initially set utilizing the Florida
Inventory of School Houses (FISH) capacity formulas calculated
by the Florida Department of Education on June 13, 2005 at the
following levels:
Elementary School		 100%
of
permanent
FISH
capacity*
Middle School		 100%
of
permanent
FISH
capacity*
K-8 School			 100%
of
permanent
FISH
capacity*
High School 			
100%
of
permanent
FISH
capacity*
Special purpose facility
100%
of
permanent
FISH
capacity*
*As adjusted by the school board annually to account for
measurable programmatic changes. “Measurable programmatic
changes” mean changes to the operation of a school that has
consistent and measurable capacity impact including, but not
limited to, double sessions, floating teachers, year-long schools
and special educational programs.
Policy 60.4.3:

Proposed plan amendments and requests for new development or redevelopment shall be evaluated according to the following guidelines
as to whether the proposed action would:
a. conform with future land uses as shown on the future land use figure
of the Future Land Use Element;
b. accommodate public facility demands based upon adopted LOS
standards when public facilities are developer-provided;
c. demonstrate financial feasibility, subject to this Element, when public
facilities are provided, in part or whole, by the City; and
d. affect State agencies/facilities plans.

Policy 60.4.4:

Designated urban infill, urban redevelopment and downtown revitalization area(s) shall be exempted from transportation facilities concurrency
requirements consistent with Chapter 163.3180(5)(b), Florida Statutes.
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Objective 60.5: Public expenditures in coastal high hazard areas shall be consistent with
the Parks and Recreation, Stormwater, Mobility, Wastewater, Potable
Water, Solid Waste and the Urban Design and Land Use provisions of
the Comprehensive Plan.
Policy 60.5.1:

The City shall expend funds in coastal high hazard areas for the replacement and renewal of existing public facilities as long as that is consistent
with the other elements of the Comprehensive Plan.

Policy 60.5.2:

The City shall continue to provide or require provision of recreational
facilities within coastal high hazard areas.

Objective 60.6: The City shall cooperate with the School Board to ensure existing deficiencies and future needs are addressed consistent with the adopted
level of service standards for public schools.
Policy 60.6.1:

The City supports the School Board’s strategy for correcting existing deficiencies and addressing future needs through:
 The School Board’s commitment to continue the reboundary process
to reallocate school capacity to reduce school overcrowding within
concurrency service areas;
 Implementation of a financially feasible 5-year Work Program
identifying capital improvements that are necessary to ensure level
of service standards are achieved and maintained;
 Identification of adequate sites for funded schools; and
 The expansion of revenues for school construction from updated
impact fees.

Policy 60.6.2:

The City shall cooperate with the School Board to ensure that future development provides mitigation proportionate to the demand for public
school facilities needed to accommodate new development and to assist
in maintaining adopted level of service standards.

Policy 60.6.3:

The City’s Schedule of Capital Improvements shall include the capital
facility improvements approved by the School Board annually that are
necessary to meet adopted levels of service standards. The 5-year schedule of capital improvements for levels of service standards for public
schools are achieved and maintained within the period covered by the
5-year schedule of capital improvements, shown in the Comprehensive
Plan Projects section above.

Policy 60.6.4:

Funding for the construction and acquisition of sites for new schools
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adequate to meet identified needs is included in the financially feasible
5-year schedule of improvements. However, sites have not been identified for all schools included in years 4 and 5 of the schedule. Priority will
be given to locating adequate sites, within the first 3 years.
Policy 60.6.5:

By December 1st of each year, the City’s Schedule of Capital Improvements will be updated to include new or modified capital facility improvements approved by the School Board, in the Comprehensive Plan
Projects section above, to ensure level of service standards will continue
to be achieved and maintained within the subsequent 5-year schedule
of capital improvement.
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